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PART ONE

THE PUPIL

LE1.10N I

Physical Acnvmr

1. What is your aim as a Sunday school teacher?

What is the work that you are set to do?

You must do more than instruct. It is not enough tc

give your pupil a knowledge, however true and full, of the

Bible or of Jewish history or of Christian doctrine. He
might get to know all these things without doing anything

worth while. You nust reach his life and mold his action.

Yet you must do more than train your pupil in right

habits of action. Animals can be trained. Yea want, mor
than the action, the will behind it. Your rupil is to become

capable of acting for himself, in a voluntary, self-initiated

expression of what he knows and believes.

As a teacher you aim, then, to deveL. i petsorality.

You want your pupil not simply to know, but to live Chris-

tianity. You want him not merely to do rig^t deeds, but

to do them of his own will. There is but one real test of

a teacher's work. It is not "What havt you taught your
pupil to know?" or "What haw you trained him to dot" bnt

"What sort of a person have you helped him to become?"

2. Personality grows naturally. You cannot build it

within a pupil by mechanically cementing ideas one upon
the other, as though they were bricks. The youngest child

L. p. 8. r
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in your class already has a personality of his own—living,

growing, maturing. And l"ke every other living thing, it

has its laws of life and growth and development. Just as

the body develops in accordance with the laws of its nature,

so the mind develops from the blank of babyhood to the

self-reliant personality of complete manhood in accordance

with definite laws which by nature belong to it. If you

are going to help a child become the right sort of a person,

you must understand and use these laws, just as truly as

the gardener must understand and use the natural laws of

plant development.

3. The teacher needs, above all else, to understand

CHILDREN. But that is not easy. Children are not "little men"

and "little women." They differ from adults, not simply in

size and streng+^h, but in the very quality of their powers.

In late years many trained observers have studied children,

seeking to learn the fundamental characteristics of each stage

in their development. The more important results of this

systematic child-study are summed up for you in this book.

You will need to supplement it, however, with your own

study and experience. Observe children for yourself, espe-

cially in their ^ntaneous plays and games. Be mindful of

the possibility that yoa may misinterpret their words and

actions, and attribute to them thoughts and feelings which

only an adult could have. One way to guard against this is

to go to the "child you knew best of all." Remember from

your own childhood how a child thinks and feels. Get back to

your own point of view, your interests and activities, your

reasonings and attitudes, when you were the age of those you

now teach. But, after all, ii you are really to know and help

children, you must share their life. "If we want to educate

children," said Martin Luther, "we must live with them our-

selves." Nothing can take the place of this direct personal

relationship.
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4. The most evident characteristic of childhood is its

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY. Evcry impression that goes in at a

child's senses, it seems, comes out at his muscles. This is

one of nature's provisions for mental as well as physical

development. Activity is essential to the growth of person-

ality. This becomes clear when we think of its results :

^

( 1 ) Physical growth. The first six years of a child's life

is the time of most rapid growth. That this may be normal,

the child needs proper physical conditions—good food, pure

nir, light and sunshine and plenty of sound sleep. And for

the best realization of all these conditions and the assurance

of healthy growth, there is constant need of physical activity

and exercise.

(2) Physical development. Growth means simply in-

crease in size ;
development means a change in the charac-

ter of the bodily tissues, making for maturity and strength.

There is only one way to insure development—through

exercise. A child craves physical activity because nature

wants its body to develop. Such exercise, moreover, de-

velops the nervous system as well as the muscles. Strength

and skill, steadiness and self-control, are some of its re-

sults.

(3) New sensations. The child is a discoverer in a

strange new world. He does not wait for things to force

themselves upon him; he pushes out to seek knowledge.

Each bit of activity widens his experience. It brings new

sensations, new information, better understanding, and lays

open new possibilities.

(4) Use and meaning. The child is not ready to appre-

ciate the structure of things, to discriminate forms and tex-

tures, or to comprehend definitions. He is interested pri-

marily in what he can do with things. His activity deter-

mines their meaning to him. Ask any child to tell you what

some familiar nouns stand for, and his answer will bear
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witness to this fact. "A knife is to cut," "Coffee is what

papa drinks," "A circus is to see the elephant"—^are typ-

ical children's definitions.

(5) Habits. A thing once done is easier to do again.

What a child does becomes a very part of himself through

the working of the law of habit. Grouping these last three

results—new sensations, meanings and habits—we see that

the child's mental and moral development is in a great de-

gree dependent upon his physical activity.

5. The causes of a child's physical activity are to be
found in deep inner laws of his being. He is so made
that he must be active.

( 1 ) He is impelled to act by the energy that is being con-

stantly generated within him. Much of his activity is the

spontaneous expression of the bounding life that quickens

every fiber of his being.

(2) He is impelled to act by the sensations he gets.

He reaches for everything he sees, turns toward the sound

he hears, plays with what he touches. His senses rouse

his muscles. His impressions call forth reactions.

We can see why this should be so if we think for a
moment of the structure of the nervous system. It is made
up of three classes of cells—sensory, associative and motor.

The sensory cells receive impressions ; the motor cells impel

the muscles to act. The associative cells connect the sen-

sory with the motor, and so connect impressions and actions.

These three classes of cells may be coupled up in a myriad
intricate ways, yet they are always so related that the goal of

a sensory current is an associative cell, and that of an asso-

ciative current is ultimately motor. The natural result of

every sensation, therefore, is an action. Every nerve cur-

rent tends to go the whole way, and so to issue in activity.

The nervous system has been well defined as a mechanism
for translating sensations into movements. Its function
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is to receive impressions from the outside world, and to

respond to them witli appropriate actions.

(3) The child is impelled to act by his instincts. His

nervous system contains certain pre-established pathways

which incoming currents are sure to follow, as they go on

to discharge themselves in action. These pathways are

natural and hereditary. They constitute great inborn ten-

dencies to act and feel in certain ways. Fear, shyness,

curiosity, imitation, play, acquisitiveness—these are only

a few of the natural tendencies which every child possesses,

which determine the character of his reactions to the things

that present themselves to him. Not all of these tenden-

cies, of course, are present at birth; but they manifest

themselves in the course of the natural growth and devel-

opment of the nervous system. Each stage of development

has its owr dominant instincts, naturally and inevitably

determining its actions and attitudes. A young child is just

as certain to carry things to its mouth as is the little chick

to peck at any small object within range. And at a certain

age a child will fear the dark, a boy will love to fight, and

a youth will conceive a tender passion, just as naturally

and whh as little consciousness of the reason why.

(4) The child is impelled to act by his ideas. For him,

as a rule, to think is to act. He says whatever comes into

his mind ; he goes at once to seek the toy of which he hap-

pens to think. He reacts as directly to the presence of an

idea or memory in his mind, as to his sensations. It mat-

ters nothing where the idea has come from. We express

it by saying that a child is naturally impulsive; or, if the

idea has come to him from someone else, that he is very

suggestible.

We can see why this should be so if we think again of

what we just learned about the nervous system. Ideas

and memories are always accompanied by nerve-action
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within the associative cells which make up the gray matter
of the brain. And a nerve current in the associative cells,

we saw, tends naturally to run over into the motor cells,

and so to result in action. Ideas, therefore, are dynamic;
they become impuhes.

6. These principles of action hold true for us who are
grown as well as for little children. We, too, are impelled
to action by every nerve current. Every sensation calls for
a response; every idea is an impulse. We differ from
LITTLE CHILDREN, HOWEVER, IN THE VOLUNTARY CONTROL
which we have acquired, and which they do not yet possess.

We are able to select from among our sensations those
pertinent to our purposes, to prevent immediate reactions,

and to check impulses by taking thought. Through ex-
perience we have gained self-control. The child, on the
other hand, has had little experience, and c(Misequently pos-
sesses few ideas and is able to grasp only in a very limited
way the meaning of the situat">ns he faces. We cannot
expect him to have self-control. These great laws which
in us are so complexly interwoven with the results of ex-
perience, appear in his life in their simplest and clearest

form. His energy must find immediate physical expression.
He reacts at once to his impressions, and is drawn here and
there by the passing attraction of the moment. He thinks
of but one thing at a time, and it comes right out in impul-
sive action. He is an eager bundle of instincts of which
he is not yet master.

Yet, be it remembered, it is out of this very turmoil of
activity, all lacking in unity as it is, and out of it alone,

that growth and development, experience and intelligence,

habit and will, can come. And so it is plain what our atti-

tude toward it should be. We will seek to use and direct,

rather than repress, the physical activity of childhood.
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To THE Leader of the Training-Class:
The first lesson is introductory. It gives the point of view of

tiie course, and presents in a preliminary way cei lin fundamental
principles of psychology. Do not assign it for study; but read it

with your class in the first hour that you meet them, having each
member take his turn at reauing a paragraph. There are i ffo ad-
vantages in this plan: (i) You will thus profitably use the time
of that first meeting, which is ro often practical^ wasted. (2) With
the reading you can show your pupils how to study. Most of them
do not know how; and none know just how you want to go to
work upon this book.

You will make such explanations and add such concrete illus-

trations, of course, as you may deem wise. Do not try to deal
fully with the principles here introduced, howeyer; and do not
assign this lesson for further study. These are principles that will
come up constantly; and they are more fully dealt with in Lessons
7 and 8, Assign Lesson 2 for your next meeting.
The text of this book is an abridgment of Part I of the author's

"The Pupil and the Teacher." The abridgment has made it neces-
sary to omit most of the concrete illustrative material to be found
in the larger work. Such material you must supply; and you
should urge your pupils to look for it. Do not rest content with
the mere recitation of principles; insist that their understanding
of them be shown by their ability to find concrete casos that illus-
trate these principles.

The larger work contains a list of review questions for each
lesson, and you are referred to it for such questions tliould you
wish to use them. This book contains instead suggestions for ob-
servation, meant to guide your pupils in their corcrete study of
boys and girls and to help them search for examples. They should
be trained to describe these examples fully and to discuss carefully
the principles involved in each. Thi? should be done frequently in
writing.

There is a brief bibliography for each lesson, of such books only
as should generally be found in public libraries. The class itself
should be provided with a small reference library. Books marked
with an are recommended for this as a minimum list. A few
books of fiction are included in some of the lists. Pupils who find
tfe work of concrete observation diflScult may be interested in
these; and all will find them helpful in fllustratkm of the prindples
studied.
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A list of topics is also given, which may serve as startinff-ooint,for mvestigation. written report or dis«„ion TheL "frsuTgtstive only, and may be dealt with in whatever way seem,3suited to the abilities and needs of the clas Vny c asre!

yTI Th*
'^^^ *° expand themYou should of course, plan your own method of conducting your

The foil ' "° ^•^^ handled io'SThe followmg suggestions, however, may be helpful

:

men? nnfi! f '^^^^^ ^"^ ^^ch week's assign-
/

"'^'"O'y. but by understanding.

ot tne work for the commg week. Tell your pupils what to do-

rVXSc bf -'eTch'J^p^^^^^^^

vat on r . «^ '^^^^ P""«Ple' to do this or that piece of obser-

,TwJ"'''?'^'!'
^"^ "P°" s^nie topic.

«nH L !• !.
'^^^ the material in a vital

mast rrf2 r""" ''''7' ^'^^
^* PuS'

t^fh, LV *''^^^^'S"'"e"t -ind give each an opportunity to con-tribute the results of his soecifip tacV r» ,
Fi~iiuimy lo con-

yoifcl^ss'^TouThoHr'''^".'"' ^ '^^n ^^'ead

work w^S'th^ '-'"^ t'^^nn'-ng

Do norbeaS to nm>" ' f"'''^
''"^ handle itnot De at raid to omit some of its material, should that s«.m

It supphes more than most classes will use ulirwiS^of gmng the teacher a chance to select and adaj^
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
The following books will be found helpful in connectiua with the

course as a whole:

On psychology:

Betts. G. H.—"The Mind and Its Education."

Cohrin, S. and Bagley, W. C^"Human Behavior."
James, William—"Talks to Teachers on Psychology."

O) child-study

:

Drummond, W. B.—"An Introduction to Child Study."
King, Irving—"The Psychology of Child Development"
* Kirkpatrick, E. A.—"Fundamentals of Child Study." The

Individual in the Making."
Tanner, Amy—"The Chfld."

On moral and religious education:

Coe, G. A.—"Education in Religion and Morals."
Forbush, W. B.—"The Coming Generation."

McKeever, W. A.—"Training the Boy." 'Training the Girl."

* Nelson's "Encyclopaedia of Sunday Schoob and Religwus Edu-
cation."

Help in connection with this first lesson may be gotten from
the appropriate chapters in any of the above books, especially from
those on psychology. Among other articles in NeUon^s Ency^lo-
padia the student may be referred at thu time to "Pfychofegy,
ChUd," and "Teacher, Sunday School"



LESSON II

Easly Childhood

I. Everyone recognizes that there are certain periods ow»vo^.KT through which we pass in the gr„w"iTro"

.in ? ""J"^'^' P'riod has its Ztmcve characteriatic^ But there i. ^om for differenceof opm,o„ concerning the number of period, whfch ZSt

A> » matter of fact, there are no hard and fast periods

"
^hll' 'J

P"^^'-' -0 "entaTcha^^s
'

The Sunday school has recognized a subdivision of th.

-ponding dep,^^-^^^^^^^^^^^
the cor-.

Primary^ y""' »«« Six to eight:

Junfor.'^*" to twe:ve:

i': iSed^!!""'''
'"^ 5-". thirte- to .i,.

Serior.^'"
fro" «venteeD to a«ari^:

(6) Manhood ami Womanhood: Adoft.

14
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This division we shall follow in this book because we are
concerned with the Sunday school as at present organized.
It should be said, however, that a more natural division
would put the transition years, twelve to fourteen, into a
separate period. Public school authorities are fast adopting
a scheme of oi^ganization which assigns six instead of eight
grades to the elementary school, and groups the former
seventh and eighth grades with the former first year of the
high school into . junior high school. The Sunday school
could with advantage make a like change. The scheme of
periods and departments would then run as follows:

(1) Early Childhood, under six: Cradle Roll, Beginners.

(2) Middle Childhood, three years, ages six to eight: Pri-
mary.

(3) Later Childhood, three years, ages nine to eleven:
Junior.

(4) Early Adolescence, three years, ege« twelve to four-
teen: Intermediate.

(5) Middle Adolescence, three years, ages fifteen to seven-
teen: Senior.

(6) Later Adolescence, seven years, ages eighteen to
twenty-four: Young People's.

(7) Manhood and Womanhood : Adult.
2. We begin the study of these periods with early child-

hood—the first six years of life.

The CHILD LIVES IN A W(»u) OF PLAY. Play is a /^r^^afo-
tion fcr life. Groos hzs shown that young animals in-
ounctively anticipate in their play the activities which will
be of use in their maturity. So, too, the play of children
develops instincts and powers which will later be needed
Girls play with dolls and tea-sets

; boys like to make things,
build houses and dams, keep store or play at soldier. Cokmel
Parker used to say that "play is God's method of teaching
children how to work."
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More than this, play is essential to the best general devel-
opment of body, mind and character. Coc sums it up well

:

"Quickness and accuracy of perception ; co-ordi-
nation of the muscles, which puts the body at the
prompt service of the mind; rapidity of thought;
accuracy of judgment; promptness of decision;
self-control; respect for others; the habit of co-
operation

; self-sacrifice for the good of a group-
all these products of true education are called outm plays and games."

3. The play of early childhood has its distinctive
characteristics

:

(1) It is play, not amusement. The child is never con-
tent simply to watch the activities of others, and to be
amused by things done for him. He wants to enter into the
action himself.

(2) The little child cares nothing for ^aw^j—that is, for
play subject to rules. His plays are almost wholly free and
unregulated, and any attempt to dictate when or where or
how he shaU play is apt to meet with faihtre.

(3) Children of this age play alone. If they do play
with one another their enjoyment is self-centered. There
iti neither rivaliy nor tcam-play.

(4) The child's play is at first wholly a matter of the
senses and muscles. He uses neither in any accurate or
definite way, but finds keen enjoyment in the free repetition
of some activity or sensation. A natural rhythmical ten-
dency is soon manifest. Jingles and songs and rhythmic
movements are a source of keen delight, while many a story
T bit of poetry that is not at all understood will yet be
enjoyed for the cadence of the voice that reads or tells it.

(5) Plays exerdung the memory and imagination begin
about the third year. From that time on to the end of th^
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period the child's pbiy becomes Urgely imoifimHv* and
dramatic.

(6) Throughout the period the child's play is imitative.

4. Eagek and impressionable senses are characteristic
of early childhood. The mind of a child is intensely con-
crete. He lives in a world of perceptions, rather than of
thought. Round-eyed, quick to hear and eager to touch,
he is busy absorbing the world about him.
And he is not content simply to await sensations ; he ac-

tively seeks new experiences. Curiosity is one of the earli-
est, as it is one of the most permanent, of the human in-
stincts. It manifests itself first as unsory curiosity—the
tendency to prolong sensations, to experience them again,
and to seek new ones. Later, rational curiosity appears—
the desire to learn the relations which things have to one
another, and the tendency to draw and test conclusions re-
specting matters not directly experienced. The curiosity
of early childhood is predominantly sensory, though rational
curiosity begins to reveal itself in the latter -half of the
period, as anyone well knows who has had to answer a
child's "How?" "Why?'* "What for?" and "Where from?"
The child's senses will drink in anything that is presented

to them. He is unable to discriminate between good and
bad, true and false, wise and foolish. There is only one safe
rule: Do absolutely nothing before a child that you would
not have him copy. Let nothing touch his senses that you
would not have enter permanently into his life. There may
be exceptions

: undoubtedly some things which a child sees
and hears make no permanent impressions upon him—&«/
you cannot tell when the exceptions come.
You cannot tell by questioning a little diild what things

Have made a lasting impressbn upon him—for many rea-
sons besides the likelihood that he will not catch the drift
of your questions. We all know that many things which
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we Me and hetr modify oar thoughts and actioiis in ways
of which we remain unconidous; and this is far more true
of the child. Moreover, the memory of a child is different
from our own. It is exceedingly impressionable and reten-
tive, yet with little power to recall.

5. A UTTLE CHILD IS INTENSELY IMAGINATIVE. He thinks
in concrete pictures. He has not yet learned the distinction

between the material and the spiritual, or even how to bound
off fact from fancy.

(1) He tends to personify everything. As the first and
most definite objects of his knowledge are persons, and the
terms he understands best are those which stand for actions,

he interprets everything in personal terms. So tales of
miracles and impossible wonders, of fairies, elves and angels,
are as probable as matters of sober fact; and he delights

in them because they appeal to his love of action and to his
sense of wonder.

(2) He lives in a world of make-believe. K's play, we
have seen, is dramatic. Father's walking-stick becomes a
horse, himself a soldier captain, and sticks of wood the
enemy. He turns himself into a railroad engine, and goes
even about his errands puffing and flailing his arms like

driving-rods, backing and switching, and coming to a stop

with the hiss of escaping steam. For hours or even for
days he becomes another person or an animal. Lonely
children often pLy with imaginary companions; and cases
are to be found where such creatures of fancy abide and play
a very real part in the child's life for months or even years.

"Let 's play we 're sisters," said two little sisters who had
been quarreling, and the imagined relationship brought the
peace which the real one had failed to maintain.

(3) He makes no clear distinction between imagination
and reality. Personifying natural events as he does, he may
fail to distinguish between the real happening and his in-
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terprctatkNi of it Beneath his iittke4>etie>re there often
runs an under-consciousncss of its unreal character; but
•ike as not he forgets, and grows really afraid of the make-
believe lion, or cries over some imagined trouble. It is this
confusion of fact and interpretation, of reality and play,
that is responsible for many so-called "lies" of children.
They call, not for punishment, but for comprehending sym-
pathy and patient training.

(4) He is intensely eager for stories. They must be full
of action and of pictures, simple and without intricacy of
plot, rhey must lie close enough to the child's own experi-
ence rouse definite mental pictures, yet have enough of
mystery and novelty to stir his feelings. They must have
a climax, and must lead straight to it and then stop. They
must contain some rhythm or repetition in which he can
delight. Above all, they must be told by one who him-
self retains the spirit of childhood, and who sees and feels
the things he tells. Such stories the child will call for again
and again, and often he wants them repeated in the very
words that were used before.

6. A LITTLE CHILD IS CREDULOUS AND SUGGESTIBLE. Hc
believes anything you tell him, simply because of his lack
of experience. He has no fund of established ideas as the
rest of us do, to serve as a basis for distinguishing truth
from falsehood. The suggestion remains uncontradicted,
and issues in action from the very motive power that all
ideas possess.

7. The LITTLE CHILD IS EXCEEDINGLY IMITATIVE. Imita-
tion may be looked upon as a form of suggestion. We are
more likely to be influenced by what others do than by what
they say.

Reflex or unconscious imitation is present ahnost fiXMn the
beginning. Dramatic imitation appears about the third year.
Voluntary imitation begins a little before—when the child
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purposely seeks to act like another does. His repetition of
words, as we teach him to talk and he tries the difficult
pronunciations again and again to secure our approval is
an example. He imitates single actions rather than perso'ns •

he wants to do something like uncle, rather than to be like
him.

8 A CHILD OF THIS AGE IS NATURALLY SELF-CENTERED
He knows no motives other than those of his own pleasure
and pam. His little acts of generosity are done only for
the approval or pleasure they bring. If he plays with other
children, or if he likes to be with others, they are ministers
to his own enjoyment. He is the center of his world, and
everything and everybody in it exists for him. The word
my- is the great one in his vocabulary. Yet this is not

selfishness; it is simply nature.

^

It is tempered by the fact that he is very affectionate, and
IS keenly sensitive to the personal attitudes of others He
finds the greatest of pleasure in a smile and caress, and is
heart-broken at a frown. There is truth in the old adage
that one may trust a man whom children and animals like.
The child, at least, instinctively fathoms the dispositions.
Nature has put him close to the heart of men.

FOR OBSERVATION
heading there will be suggested in each lesson aspects

of childhood and youth which you should observe and describe, thus
securing concrete examples of the working of the principles whichyou are studying. In case you cannot observe them in any children
with whom you may get into contact, try to remember from yourown childhood. A third way to secure such examples is to go to
stories and biographies. Whatever the source, you should try to
describe your example carefully and to make clear the principles
mvolved, doing this as often as you can in writing.

I. Forms of play anticipatory of later life.

a. Development through play.

3. Powers of mind and body used in play.
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5. A little child's impressionability.

6. Curiosity.

7- A child's imaginativeness.

8. Imaginary companions.

9- Failure to distinguish fact from fancy.
10. A child's suggestibility.

11. A child's imitativeness.

12. Children's spontaneous prayers.

13. The religious ideas of children.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The list of books already given as helpful for the entire course

will not be repeated. They contain material for each lesson, which
can easily be found by reference to the table of contents and the
index of each.

Danielson, Frances—"Lessons for Teachers of Beginners."
* Harrison, Elizabeth—"A Study of Child Nature."
Johnson, G. E.—"Education by Plays and Games."
St. John, E. P.—"Child Nature and Child Nurture."
Sully, J.—"Children's Ways" (abridgment of his "Studies of

Childhood").

Du Bois, Patterson—"Beckoning of Little Hands."
Chenery—"As the Twig is Bent."
The following articles in Nelson's Encyclopedia are of especial

interest in connection with this lesson: "Beginners' Department,"
•Children, Falsehoods of"; "Imagination, Child's Power of"; "Imi-
tation, Place of, in Religous Education"; "Kindergarten, Sunday
School"; "Nature Study in Sunday School"; "Play as a Factor in
Religious Education"; "Wonder, Age of, in Childhood."
Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett's "The One I Knew Best of All,"

is a delightful autobiographical portrait of childhood, which may be
read in connection with this and following chapters ; as may George
Madden Martin's "Emmy Lou" stories.

TOPICS FOR INVESTIGATION
The meaning of infancy.

Theories of play.

Unconscious impressions.

4. The dramatic tendency in chtldrou
5. Children's lies.

6. The place of imitation in the development of personality.
7. The child's symbols and ours.

8. A child's religton.

I.

2.

3.

i



LESSON III

Middle Childhood

u^u''^J\T
^""'"^^"^ transition from early to middle

childhood. Most of the characteristics of the former period
belong to tms. Yet the child of six or more differs from
the one who has not reached that birthday. He has had
a wider experience, of course, which drives a richer meaning
to every percepuon and a more deimite control for every
impulse. But the great difference lies in the fact that he has
entered school. That gives him a wholly new viewpoint.
His world has changed. He enters into a wider circle of
companionship and a more definite round of responsibilities
than home or kindergarten had made possible.

I. Physical activity and play characterize this period
of childhood as well as the first. But there are manifest
differences

:

(1) Activity is more purposive and controlled. Whereas
the younger child found delight in the mere activity itself,
the child of this period begins to find pleasure in what he
can accomplish. Yet he has rot develoi>ed enough control
to be able to hold very long to a tedioi-s task, or to see
through complications and conquer many difficulties.

(2) Play fakes the form of gpmes,' at fir st with very
simple rules, and then more complex.

(3) The child no longer plays alone, but with" com-
panions, and rivalry and competition begin.

(4) Imaginative play, with its little dramns of make-be-
lieve, reaches Its culmination in the first half of this period

2. The child's senses are as eager as ever, and to themwe must appeal m our teaching. But now he is better able

22
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both to use his senses and to understemd the messages they
bring.

It has been well said that we are able to see as much in any-
thing as we can put into it. It is not the mere seeing or
hearing, but the meaning which sights and sounds convey,
that is important. And their meaning depends upon what is

within one—upon his point of view and hig ability to un-
derstand.

We always interpret the -^ew in terms of the old. We
grasp the unknown only by relating it to the known; to
name it even we must class it with some past experience.
A little girl of tLree called to her mother in wonder to come
and see how the flowers had melted in the heat of the sun.
A bright boy of the same age called a ring-shaped anthill

a doughnut, and put a young uncle to confusion by asking
whether his budding mustache was an eye-brow. These and
like sayings of children are simple illustrations of one of the
most fundamental of all laws of the mind—that new ideas
grow always out of the old, and that what we already know
biases our interest in novel situations and our comprehen-
sion of their meaning.

The term apperception is applied to this process of gee-
ting meanings. It is the process of interpreting, compre-
hending, digesting and assimilating whatever presents itself
to the mind. The law of apperception is that the mean-
ing of each new experience is determined by the relations
it bears to one's ideas, instincts and habits. In early child-
hood, we have seen, things are apperceived from the stand-
point of use and action. The child's insHncts in tiie main
determine his attitudes toward what is presented to him,
and hence its meaning. But as experience grows, and ideas
and habits multiply, they come to serve more and more as
the basis for his apperceptions.

To understand, therefore, what your pupil's experience
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has been, what ideas and habits he has acquired, and so what
point of view he will bring to your teaching, is your primary
duty. He will interpret everything you say and do from
the plane of his own experience. If you can talk with him
upon that same plane, and express your ideas in terms that
belong to it, you can be reasonably sure that he will get just
the meaning you want him to get. If you cannot, he will
get some meaning or other, but not what you intend.

It is especially difficult to share the point of view of chil-

dren from six to eight, and to make sure that we understand
their apperceptions. Middle childhood is a transition time—
from home to school, from play to work, from instinct to
will, from imagination to reason. Each child is working
out his own ideas from the host of new experiences that are
coming to him, and he is bound to get some that are strange
enough from our standpoint. There is one definite and
practical way, however, to get into touch with the child's

apperception?, which you should by no means neglect.

Visit his grade in the public schools; find out what he is

learning there, and bring your teaching into as close corre-
lation with it as you can.

3. The imagination of middle childhood is no less

active, but more ^herent and better controlled than that
of early childhood.

(1 ) The child is as eager as ever for stories. They must
have more of detail and of connected action than those
which appealed to him when younger. They must be dra-
matic, with plenty of life and movement, yet with a unity
and coherence that bring them nearer to the plane of reality.

(2) The child now makes a distinction between fact and
fancy. His imagination is becoming critical. All stories

were alike to the credulity of early childhood. But now he
is getting perspective. He recognizes a difference between
stories that are "just stories'* and those that are "really
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tnie" or "could happen." Some that he once implicitly be-
lieved are now called into question. He wants to know
whether fairy tales are true, or whether Santa Claus is
real.

4. The fact is that reason is awakening. The child is

beginning to grasp the relations of things, and to fit them
together into a connected whole. With the influx of new
ideas at school and the freedom of a wider companionship,
he soon outgrows the myths of his earlier years and reaches
out toward a more rational comprehension of the world
about him. It is a time of eager mental activity and of end-
less questions. The child is putting his world together.
We are apt to make either of two mistakes in dealing

with the child at this time. One is to demand too much of
him, assuming a reasoning power which he has not yet at-
tained. He reasons only in terms of sequence. He asso-
ciates cause and eflFect, not because he sees the real ground
of their relationship, but simply because they happen to-
gether in time and space. He cannot analyze such a rela-
tionship into its elements and discriminate the essential
from the non-essential. He cannot reason abstractly, and
is not at all certain to draw a logical conclusion from given
premises.

The other mistake is to fail to meet the demands which
the child's reason makes upon us. The most important of
these demands are for (i) consistency, (2) openness and
sincerity.

(i) Consistency is demanded because the child is form-
ing his own ideas of right and wrong. He forms them in
the same way that he does his ideas of physical things—by
reasoning from the sequence of events. Actions are bad.
to his mind, which are followed by disagreeable results;
those are good which bring pleasure. Moral laws are to him
simple staten ^ o r-nse and eflFe ' He judges actions
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solely by their consequences. It is plain what is required

of lis. We must be firm and consistent in our dealings

with him. We must abide by the simple laws we wish him
to learn. There must be no exceptions, justified by some
higher bit of reasoning that he cannot comprehend. We
n^ust see to it that always bad results follow bad actions,

an'S good goes with rood. In short, we must confront him
with a moral order as inflexible as is the physical order,

that he may be able to formulate definite moral laws, and
that obedience to law and respect for the right may grow
naturally within him.

(2) Openness and sincerity are demanded in our an-

swers to his questions. The mother who will not answer
truthfully a child's doubt concerning Santa Claus because

"it is so nice for the little ones to believe in him," sells her

boy's birthright for a paltry bit of play. The teacher is

faithless to his trust who teaches a child to accept as literal

truth a story or figure that he does not himself accept in

that way, because "children are not old enough to be both-

ered with such things."

We need to remember that the child now has both imagi-

nation and reason, and that he will continue throughout life

to need both. We must recognize the distinction that he
draws between "just stories" and "things that really hap-

pened." We must minister both to the story-appetite and
to the hunger for facts. And—most important of all

—

we must show him that there is a vast middle ground be-

tween mere fancy on the one hand and the plain recital of

fact on the other: the middle ground of i.uth presented

under the forms of the imagination. Give both the truth

and the story of Santa, then, the myths of the Greeks and
Norsemen as well as primary lessons in science, the fact with

the figure in the Bible story. Do not be afraid to answer
when a child asks whether a story ever happened: "No, it
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never happened; but don't you think it tells us something
true?"—and show him just what you mean.
The child is not ready, of course, to receive the whole

truth on every subject—in fact, not on any. But that is not
necessary. To hold something back is not to evade or to
deceive. We need give only so much as his spontaneous
interests demand, and that must be in a form that he can
understand.

Children's questions about birth and sex constitute a
special problem, and one peculiarly grave. The parent who
evades them condemns his boy to find out from companions
in ways that are full of impure suggestion. Frankly and
plainly, without preaching and without mystery, these ques-
tions should be answered with the simple and literal truth—
never going beyond the child's spontaneous interest, but
satisfying it completely. They are not for the teacher to
answer, however. It is the duty of the father and mother.

5. The child of this age is still self-centered and
must be dealt with individually. He likes to be with other
children, but the competitive motive is strong and he has
no idea of subordinating self to the good of the group.
The instinct of imitation, however, leads the child out

in a measure beyond himself. He now imitates the doer
rather than the deed. Instead of copying single actions, he
wants to be like the person behind the action. He begins
to think of what he would like to be when grown-up, and
his choice is always the reflection of what those nearest to
him are—father, mother, friend or teacher. Your influence
is never greater than now.

FOR OBSERVATION
1. Play in this period as compared with the former.
2. Children's apperceptions of new experiences.

3. Children's ignorance of common things.
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4. The story appetite of children in this period.

5. Children's reasoning.

6. Drawing the boundary between fact and fancy.

7. Cases where too great a demand has been made upon the child's

reasoning power.

8. Cases of inconsistency or lack of sincerity in dealing with

children of this age.

9. Children's attitude toward myths—as Santa Glaus, etc.

10. Children's ideas and questions about sex.

11. Children's dawning appreciation of the middle ground be-

tween fact and fancy.

iZi Children's idealistic imitation of persons.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Besides the general list and Harrison, Johnson, St. John, Sully

and Burnett, cited in connection with the last lesson:

*Du Bois, Patterson
—"The Point of Contact in Teaching."

Hall, G. S.
—

"Aspects of Child Life and Education."

Lyttelton, Edward—"The Training of the Young in the Laws of

Sex."

Scott, Miriam F.—"How to Know Your Child."

Nelson's Encyclopadia: "Contact, Point of"; "Primary Depart-

ment,"

Myra Kelly's "Little Citizens," "Wards of Liberty," and "Little

Aliens," are more than amusing pictures of little East-siders; they

record a public school teacher's sympathetic insight into the minds
and hearts of primary children.

TOPICS FOR INVESTIGATION
1. The changes that the life of the public school works within the

child.

2. Educational uses of dramatic play.

3. The contents of children's minds on entering school.

4. The principle of apperception and the point of contact.

?. Sex education.

6. The pedagogical value of myths and fairy tales.



LESSON IV

Latex Cbildhocd

Life is unique in the years from nine to thirteen. Later

childhood has as distinctive characteristics as adolescence.

Yet it is hard to say where the period begins. The average

child enters it when he begins to read easily and naturally;

and it will be best for our purpose to let this mark the transi-

tion.

1. This is a periop of slow growth, of health and
HARDIHOOD. The fi: arked difference between the sexes

appears, girls being .Kcr to develop than boys. The
tenth year in girls and the eleventh in boys are years of
very slow growth. In both sexes this retardation is fol-

lowed by an acceleration which heralds the coming of ado-
lescence. Since this acceleration begins a year or more
earlier in girls, they are apt to be taller and heavier than
boys at the close of this period and the beginning of the

next. In both sexes it is a time of good health and bound-
less energy.

2. Independence and self-assertion are, to fond moth-
rs especially, the most obvious characteristics of the period.

And now certainly, if at no other time, the boy's interests

reflect the activities of a more primitive generation. Fight-
ing, hunting, fishing, exploring, collecting, go to make up
his life. He is more likely to play truant or to run away
than at any other period. He is full of daring and ad-
venture; of dash and go.

3. But there is another side. Later childhood marks a
distinct advance in moral development. The sociAt in-
stincts begin to ripen in this period, and obedience to law

29
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becomes a matter of social well-being resting upo.i the child's

own initiative, rather than of mere habit or imitation or

authority.

( 1 ) The sexes now draw apart. Boys aqd girls no longer

share the same interests or enjoy the same games. In the

latter half of this period, and in the first few years of ado-

lescence, girls are more mature than boys of the same age

They develop more quickly, not only in body but in mind.

(2) Social motives predominate in the games of the

period, which are almost wholly competitive. Some are

games in which individual competes with individual, each

striving for his own success and glory. But more and more

the boy becomes interested in games that call for team-play

rather than for individual prowess.

(3) Team games call for organisation; yet even aside

from them, the "gang instinct," as it has been called, is at

work. Boys and girls of this age naturally and ^)onta-

neously organ^^e themselves into informal groups and into

more or less formal clubs.

Dr. Sheldon's study of such spontaneously orjjanized

clubs shows that of over a thousand boys who answered his

inquiries, 851 belonged to organizations of this sort. 862

societies were reported, and 623 fully described. Of these,

ij4 per cent were philanthropic, 3>^ per cent secret, 454

per cent social, 4>4 per cent literary, Syi per cent industrial,

17 per cent predatory (for exploring, building, hunting,

fighting, preying), and 61 i)er cent athletic. The ages at

which these clubs were formed are as follows: At eight,

28; at nir- 44; at ten, 118; at eleven, 155; at twelve, 164;

at thirteen, i^; at fourteen, 90; at fifteen, 80; at sixteen,

34; at .seventeen, it. We note that the ages at which the

most societies were formed are eleven, twelve and thirteen.

The interests, moreover, change with age. Predatory socie-

ties are at their height at eleven, and then gradually disap-

pear. Athletic societies multiply rapidly until thirteen, then

diminish in number.
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Girls and boys naturally organize in separation from one
another. Girls formed five times as many social societies

as boys, twice as many philanthropic, and three times as

many secret, industrial and literary. Boys formed four

times as many predatory and seven times as many athletic

societies as the girls. The girls were more nearly governed
by adult motives than boys.

(4) With this awakening of the social instincts, and their

expression in spontaneous organizations, there comes into

the child's life a new moral force—that of the opinion of
his peers, lit has entered into a social order of his own,
and its laws become his standards of right and wrong. He
no longer imitates parents and teachers, but his own com-
panions, or the one whom the gang holds a hero. He cares

little for the opinion of older people, but a great deal for

what the "bunch" thinks.

(5) ^ strong sense of honor is characteristic. A boy's

funr'amental virtue is loyalty. He will stick by the rest of
the fellows through thick and thin. And from this loyalty

springs a fine sense of what is honorable and true and just.

His boyish conceptions of these things are often enough dis-

torted ; but they are virtues none the less, and virtues really

his own.

All this applies particularly, of course, to boys. You
cannot even in speaking of them, mix the sexes at this age.

Yet it is as true of girls, with the difference of perspective

that is cast by the different social life into which they now
begin to enter. Every mother knows well that a daughter
now begins to have "ideas of her own," which it is idle to

seek to repress or to expel by force. The wise mother is

she who respects the daughter's personality, invites her con-

fidence and seeks lO share her point of view, and so by
companionship rather than by domination leads her into

clear-sighted, self-reliant v '^manhood.

4. This is the period of i-iFE's first roEALisM. Boys and
girls now begin to form ideals for themselves.
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These first ideals are concrete. They are found always

in some person. Later childhood has well been called the

AGE OF BBSO-WORSHIP. Middle childhood imitates persons,

but not as ideals; adolescence conceives ideals, twit not in

personal terms. Now, ideal and person are inseparable.

You cannot help a boy or girl of this age by talking of ideals

in general and in the abstract You must set before them

a hero.

But that is not easy. Heroes are not made to order, or

worshiped according to precept. Boys especially seem apt

enough to idealize wrong characters and perversely fail to

be attracted by the heroes we would press upon them. Life

is reaching beyond home and school. Its b :roes come from

the new worlds just opening to the visi >n of boyhood and

girlhood. They must be in some d^ee removed frran the

ordinary round of hundrum and familiar things. They

must have something of that mystery which always sur-

rounds an object of worship. Boys are more apt to get their

heroes from the world about them, girls from their reading,

n history or fiction. Boys always idealize men, while

girls may choose either men or women.

It is achievement that makes a hero. Men who can r]o

things well, men who can get results, men who can in any-

thing, are the boy's he'-oes just as they are ours. Because

his instincts and intercsis are primitive, he is most ready

to idealize physical strength or skill or daring. But it is

only because he is not yet able lo realize achievements of a

different sort. As fast as he becomes able to comprehend

the work of Liicoln, of Darwin, of Luther, he is ready to

pay tribute to strength of intellect and heart and will.

This principle tells us, too, how tc present Jesus to our

pupils. It must be as a hero, in the sheer strength of His

manhood and His achievements. Talk of what He did, not

of what He was. In this age, children will not love Him for

His goodness, but they will learn to love goodness because

they honor Him and His deeds. Do not talk much, bow-
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ever, about His being a hero ; and certainly do not ask your

pupils o call Him one. There are some things in life that

cannot stand much talking about—heroism and loyalty are

among them. Simply present His life and its deeds so

vividly and concretely that the stroigth and power of His

personality cannot help but shine through.

5. At no time of life is there a greater hunger tor

HOOKS AND READING than now. Most of us can remember

how eagerly we awaited the weekly arrival of The Youth's

Companion, or how we pored over Henty and Alger and

Oliver Optic. What wcnnan can forget her girlhood's de-

light in Louisa Alcott and the Elsie bodes?

The teacher could ask for no better opportunity than is

afforded by this insatiable demand of later childhood for

something to read. We make a mistake if we treat the

child's reading either as a mere amusement or as a sugar-

coat for a moral. To the end of life the love of good litera-

ttire remains one of its mightiest spiritual forces. The

child must learn to love the best. It is your privilege to put

your pupil in touch with the literary heritage of the race.

Pick things that he can comprehend, but do not be afraid

of the best. "Periods which no master has described, whose

spirit no poet breathes," says Herbart, "are of little vahie

to educati"xn." Books of real insight into life and of gen-

uine literary value, books of truth caught by the imagina-

tion and felt within, will grip the minds and hearts of chil-

dren as they do our own,

6. Habits are more easily formed in diis period than at

any other time of life, and are more lasting. A muhftude

of brain cells are just maturing. Impressions are easy, and

connections between cells quickly established. Every boy

knows that if he is ever to become a great baseball player

he must begin now. Later he will not be plastic enough to

get the finer knack of the man who "han<Ues hhnsdf as if

he were bom to it."

It foltows that MBMOKY is best in these years, for memory^
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as we shall see, is after all a kind of habit. It is the time

for drill work in school. Repetition will now fix anything

in the mind, whether it be understood or not, and many a

glib answer will deceive us into thinking that the pupil has

really grasped our teaching. This is the time to learn such

Bible passages, hymns and the like, as the pupil should ketp

laid up, word for word, in the mind—^a precious spiritual

njsource till the end of life.

7. An awakening of interest in religion is apt to be

manifest at the end of this period or the beginning of early

adolescence. The child is approaching life's decision time.

V. . must keep this in mind throughout these years.

FOR OBSERVATION

I. Growth in this period and that following.

3. Primitive interests and activiti^ of these years.

3. The drawing apart of the sexes.

4. The development of team-play.

5. "Gangs," clubs and "crowds."

6. The beginning of publk opinion.

7. School-boy honor.

8. Hero-worship.

9b Hnnger for books and reading.

10. Later childhood's plasticity to habit.

11. Its ready memory.

12. Later diildhood's awakening of interest in religion.

You should note that for this period and those following jrour own
memories are available to a degree that they were not for early

and middle childhood. If you can add to your objective observa-

tion of some bit of boyish behavior your own memory of what yOB
thought and how you felt when you behaved that same way, you
will understand both the inside and the outside of that aspect of life.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

There is an abundance of literature concerninj? this period and
the next, especially with relation to boy-life. We have chosen an ar-

bitrary boundary between later childhood and early adolescence at

the thirteenth birthday. The fact is that the later years of this

period and the earlier years of adolescence merge into one another.

Most of the books here cited apply more or less to both periods.
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Fiske, G. W.—"Boy-Life and Self-Government"

*Forbush, W. B.—"The Boy Problem."

Kirtley, J. S.^'That Boy of Yours."

McCormick, W.—"Fishers of Boys."

McKinney, A. H.—"After the Prima y. What?"
* Puffer, J. A.—"The Boy and His ar

Puller, Edwin—"Your Boy and His

Raffety, W. E.—"Brothering the Boy."

Richardson, Norman, and Loomis, O. E.
—"The Boy Scout Move-

ment Applied by the Church."

Nelson's Encyclopedia: "Biography, Place of, in Religious Edu-
cation"; "Biography and the Age at which it Appeals to the Pupil";

"Boy, The"; "Girl, The"; "Junior Department"; 'literature, Moral
and Religious Education tltfoufi^"; "Memory Work"; "Recaphnla-

tion Theory."

Mark Twain's 'Tom Sawyer" and "Huckleberry Finn"; Booth
Tarkington's "Penrod"; William Allen White's "Court of Boyville";

W. D. Howell's "A Boy's Town" ; T. B. Aldrich's "Story of a Bad
Boy" ; Kenneth Grahame's "The Golden Age."

TOPICS FOR INVESTIGATION

1. "Rudimentary Society Among Boys." (A report on Johnson's

very sugprestive study in Johns Hopkins University Studies, Second
Series, No. XI. This is not generally accessible, but a reprint of

parts of it may be found in Inrtng King'f "Social Aspects of Edu-
cation," pp. 250-261.)

2. "Institutional Activities of American Children." (A report on
Sheldon's study in the "American Journal of Psychology," VoL
IX, pp. 425-448. It is summarized in Forbush's "The Boy ProUem,"
pp. 57-^)

3. What to do with the gang.

4. Organizations for boys and girls.

5. Reading for boys and girls.

6. The place of memoiy work in religious education.



LESSON V

Early Adolescence

The passage from childhood to adolescence is life's great-

est and most definite natural transition. Rooted in the devel-
opment of new physical powers, it transforms the mental
and spiritual life as well. It has been well called a new
birth. It is the awakening of manhood and womanhood.

I. The term adolescence is applied to the whole period
from this first awakening of new powers to their final

ripening into young manhood and womanhood. Its bounda-
ries cannot be exactly fixed. The age of puberty varies
with different individuals, and is earlier for girls than for
boys. It comes generally at thirteen or fourteen. The end
of adolescence and the beginning of manhood and woman-
hood depends a great deal upon circumstances. The boy
who must leave school early to go to work, the girl who
must assume the responsibilities of a household, mature
quickly. The complexity of modem life, on the other hand,
and the elaborate education it demands, have lengthened
adolescence. The end of the period comes more often at

twenty-four or twenty-five than at twenty-one, which is the
age recognized by law.

The period may be divided at the seventeenth birthday.
Early adolescence thus covers four years, ages thirteen to

sixteen
; and later adolescence, the years frcmi sevmteen to

maturity.

2. Physically, early adolescence is a time of very rapid
growth, both in height and weight. During the three years
from the twelfth birthday to the fifteenth, boys increase in

weight 40 per cent and in height 14 per cent, while giris in-

36
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crease in weight 36 per cent and in height 10 per cent.

Girls are taller than boys from the twelfth to the fifteenth

years, and heavier from the thirteenth to the fifteenth.

Aftei fifteen boys exceed both in : -ight and weight. The
most profound changes of these years, of course, are those
connected with the development of the powers of sex.

3. Early adolescence is a time of expansion. Life
widens in a hundred unexpected ways, and may take any
one of them as its final direction. It is full of conflicting
impulses, of contradictions and surprises. Through all, how-
ever, three fundamental characteristics stand out definitely

:

the expansion of selfhood, a new recognition of social
values, and an emotional instability associated with the de-
velopment of the sexual instincts.

4. The expansion of selfhood. It is now that the boy
really begins to attain selfhood. He is filled with a new
sense of power and with a desire to use it as a man should.
The period begins with the independence and self-asser-

tion characteristic of the gang instinct—prunitive in its in-
terests and blind to the greater worid beyond. It ends with
an independence and self-assertion of a quite diflferent sort—
the independence of vision, the self-assertion of one who has
caught a glimpse of the great interests of humanity, and
who feels his right to give and get, on his own account,
as a sharer of the big world's life.

This expansion of selfhood reveals itself in the desire to
go to work which every boy feels at this age. It is hard
now to keep boys at school. They feel that they ought to
be getting at a trade or beginning their business career, and
that it is time they were making money.
Early adolescence is genuinely and passionately idealistic.

The boy is no longer a mere imitator; he is more than a
hero-worshiper. He begins to discern inward qualities, and
to feel the intrinsic worth of truth, faith, self-sacrifice. And

ii
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it is not simply that he admires these virtues in others ; he
feels them to be a forthputting of his own deeper self. They
are directions in which his life would expand, forms In
which his self would find expression.

5. The social instincts now mature rapidly, and there
is a definite recognition of social values. The social forms
of later childhood persist in the first year or two of this
period, but are gradually outgrown. The gang instinct is

strongest at thirteen, and then declines. It is not that the
youth becomes less social ; rather that he is becoming con-
scious of a larger world. The opinion of his fellows re-
mains a powerful moral force, as it does to the end of life

;

yet^ now he begins to recognize the wider bearings of his
actions, and to look for judgment beyond his immediate
companions.

Life now first becomes genuinely altruistic. The youth is
glad, in pursuit of his Meals and for sake of others, to
endure hard-^hips and to make sacrifices. He wants to be
more than square

; he feels the worth of unselfishness. It
follows that here, too, selfishness begins. The child who is

a mere bundle of instincts, the boy who has not yet felt an
altruistic impulse, may be self-centered, but not selfish. But
the youth who feels the call to a bit of sacrifice, and rejects
it, lets an unworthy thing enter his life. Genuine selfishness
exists only when the higher impulse is present, but is

denied.

6. The development of the sexual instincts under-
lies every other change at adolescence. It strengthens
youth's aspirations and colors its social attitudes.

^

New impulses, new sensations and emotions, new tempta-
tions, new problems, new meanings, a new conscience and
a new heart—from without and within, the whole world
and himself seem alike strange and wonderful to the ado-
lescent who first feels the race-old forces by which life be-
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gets life. It is a time of unstable equilibrium, of strong yet
shiftmg emotions, of purposes not understood.

In the first years of the period the sex-repulsion continues
which was characteristic of later childhood; but the sexes
begm to be attracted in its latter half. Boys begin to pay
attention to their dress, and girls are no longer tomb^rs.
J ew pass the age of sixteen without some little love affair
From sixteen to eighteen the feelings deepen and acquire

more stabihty. It is the time at which emotional religious
conversions are most apt to occur.

7. Intellectually adolescence is marked by the devel-
opment of the higher powers. The youth is able to reason
not simply m terms of time sequence, but of cause and ef-
fect, and logical ground and consequence. And he becomes
a pretty rigorous logician. He wants to understand He
seeks life's rational basis.

It follows that the adolescent is critical. He rejects mere
authority. The springs of moral judgment are now within
him; he will accept no bald imperatives. He is no longer
credulous

;
he demands proofs. He is not content with scat-

tered bits of knowledge ; he wants to see things in their rela-
tions.

It is easy to see, therefore, why doubt should often be
thought to be characteristic of early adolescence. The sort
of doubt that denies, however, is not natural at this period.
It comes afterward, in later adolescence. Now there is
simply the demand for reasons. If it turns to a more negative
attitude, it is generally because we have not met that de-
mand the right way. Gear, logical statement of beliefs and
reasons will be accepted. But we can force the youth to
doubt if we press authority where he seeks reason, or if, in
matter or method, our teaching is below his level.

8. Early adolescence is a time of more or less tur-
moil AND CONFUSION. There is not disorganization, so much
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as lack of organization. The youth does not understand
himself; he cannot at once co-ordinate the many new im-
pulses that are welling up within him.

Physically the boy or girl in the early 'teens is overgrown
and awkward. The parts of the body do not grow at the
same rate, and there is clumsiness and incoordination of
movement. The boy's voice breaks. The girl feels big
and restless and is afraid to talk. Both are very sensitive,
and are too often made more s6 by the talk of parents and
family, who speak of the awkward age, comment on their
personal appearance, or tease them about their budding con-
sciousness of the other sex.

The extremes and contradictions of adolescence have
often been noted. The boy is now one thing, and now its

opposite. He suddenly awakes to a new interest, and throws
himself into it with the utmost ardor—for a few weeks;
then it is forgotten. He is over-exact and conscientious in
some respects, and careless in others. It is because of the
very richness of his new life. He is not sure of himself.
His instincts are as surprising to himself as to anyone else.

This confusion of life may issue in an abnormal self-

consciousness and a morbid habit of introspection. It then
becomes hard to deal with because the adolescent is natur-
ally secretive, and resents any intrusion upon his personality.
It may be questioned, however, whether most of the studies
of adolescence have not tended to exaggerate the intro-
spective character of the period.

9. Religious awakenings are natural in early adoles-
cence. In the general expansion of selfhood the religious
instinct has its place. As life opens to a larger world, and
becomes cognizant of new social and spiritual values, the
soul reaches out toward God. This fact is central in our
work as Sunday school teachers. We shall think of it

more fully in a later lesson.
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FOR OBSERVATION
1. Adolescent growth.

2. Adolescent self-assertion.

3. Adolescent day-dreams.

4. The desire to go to work in the early 'teens.

5. Adolescent idealism and altruism.

6. Budding consciousness of tl 1 other sex.

7. The critical attitude of early adolescence.

8. Physical incoordination.

9. Mental lack of organization.

10. Secretiveness.

11. Introspection.

12. The religion of early adolescence.

13. The age of conversion.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The books cited in connection with the last lesson apply as well

to the early years of this period.

Alexander, J. L.
—"Secondary Division Organized."

Espey, Clara
—

"Leaders of Girls."

Hall, G. S.—"Youth, Its Education, Regimen and Hygiene."
(Abridgment of his monumental two-volume work on "Adoles-
cence.")

Hall, W. S.—"From Youth Into Manhood."
*King. Irving—"The High School Age."

Latimer, Caroline
—

"Girl and Woman."
Moxcey, Mary E.

—
"Girlhood and Character."

*Slattery, Margaret—"The Girl in Her Teens."
Swift, E. J.—"Youth and the Race."

Nelson's Encyclopedia: "Adolescence"; "Boy, The"; "Girl, The";
"Intermediate Department."

T0PIC5 FOR INVESTIGATION
1. The girl in her 'teens.

2. The awkward age.

3. The suggestibility of early adolescence.

4. The new birth—physical, mental, moral, spiritual.

5. The vocational motive in early adolescence, and the problem
of vocational guidance.

c. Why it is natural that many conversions should take place in

early adolescence.

7. The aim of the Sunday school in the Intermediate Department
8. The name "InterMediate"—can you suggest a better?
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Later Adolescence

We have agreed to regard the seventeenth birthday as the
beginning of later adolescence. This boundary is by no
means exact. Yet in every life there is a more or less
definite turning-point around sixteen to eighteen. It may
be some moral or emotional crisis; it may be conversion.
Or it is the beginning work to support oneself, or leaving
home to go to college. It may be nothing more than the
attainment of full growth in height. To know, in any par-
ticular case, just what the turning-point has been, is im-
portant if we would really understand the succeeding years.

1. The development of iNDivrnuALixY is the funda-
mental characteristic of this period. It has been well called
a time of selection and concentration. Early adolescence was
a time of expansion. It presented a wealth of possibilities.
Later adolescence begins to select from among these possi-
bilities and to concentrate its energies. With choice comes
mdividuality. Lives diverge. Each must have its own
work, and each its own quality.

2. The difference between individuals is thus the
great fact of which we must take account in this period. At
no time, of course, are pupils to be treated in the bunch.
But now, of all times, individual interests are primary. Each
pupil presents a separate problem in himself.
Many factors enter into the determination of individual-

ity. There are differences of heredity and of home environ-
ment. There is the natural inborn variation of capacity and
temperament. All these differences show themselves with
especial definiteness in later adolescence. And they do so

42
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because they are called out by differences in external condi-

tions. We do not all have the same opportunities. We
canno all get the same edu;^tion, or do the same work.

Recent studies show that not more than half the children

who enter our city schools finish the work of the grades, and
that only one-tenth of them continue to the final year of the

high school. It has been estimated again, that only ten per

cent of thosewho take a high school course go to college or to

a professional school. Consider what differences, simply

from this standpoint, later adolescence presents. Our pupils

divide themselves into at least three great classes:

( 1 ) Those who have gotten only an elementary education,

or a part of one, and have gone to work at an early age.

They will be more mature than others in some ways, for

they have had to face life's serious business. In other re-

spects they are more immature. Their lives are circum-

scribed; their interests narrow. They cannot appreciate

things that appeal strongly to those of more culture.

(2) Those who are now finishing high school, and enter-

ing upon work-day life.

(3) Those who are entering college or professional school.

For these the period of adolescence will be prolonged. They
wil' broaden and mature intelb ctually, yet lack development

intc manhood and womanhood until they finally face the

world to make a living.

3. All three classes are experiencing in this period a con-
tact WITH REALITY more direct and definite than at any
former time of life. The first two are wage-earners, the
former with a little experience, the latter just begfinning.

They face the realities of business life, with its routine, its

competition and its uncompromising standards cf efficiency.

The college students are leaving home for the first time to

enter upon a new life.

4. For most of our pupils later adolescence marks a new
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stage in life because it brings their first wages. It is the
time of TRANSITION FROM ECONOMIC DEPENDENCE TO SELF-
SUPPORT AND INDEPENDENCE.

Nature has made ready for the transition. The youth of
this age possesses a splendid equipment for work—a high
degree of physical energy, strength and comparative matur-
ity of intellect and vigor of will. The physical energy that
before was needed for growth, can now be turned into activ-
ity and the development of strength. This is the age when
athletes develop—great baseball and football players, boxers
and runners. The intellectual energy of the period is just
as great. Reason and will are maturing, and the mind is

restlessly active. Much of the world's best work has been
done by young men. The list of its great youths reaches
into every sphere.

5. Yet later adolescence is all success and happiness.
It contains its disappointments. It has new forces to tear
LIFE DOWN as well as to build it up.

It is almost inevitably a time of some disillusionment. The
hopes of early youth were too extravagant, its ideals loved
with a passion that did not see h . v plodding is the path to
realization. The first contact wl.ii reality brings something
of a shock, a sense of loss. The world is not nearly so re-
sponsive as the boy had dreamed, and ideals are not so easy
of accomplishment. This making a living seems after all

a sordid business. He feels himself to be a mere cog in a
vast industrial machinery, and the dull routine of it all

oppresses him.

Added to this is the fact that starting to work means
generally a breaking of old ties. Even if the boy stays
at home and boards with his parents, the home ties are no
longer the same. He has acquired a new independence now
that he, too, is a bread-winner. The break is most com-
plete, of course, in case of the youth who goes to a new
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community to make his living among strangers. The free-

dom, the new temptations, the loneliness of being without
friends and with no acquaintances save fellow-workmen

—

no wonder that the boy in a new town often goes wrong.

Later adolescence is often called the "zvild oats" period.

It is true, indeed, that most boys now have their fling. It

is true, too, that from these years on through the twenties

more crimes are committed than at any other time of life.

But the wild doings of youth are not usually caused by
purposed badness of character. They arc often enough a
natural result of the conditions of which we have just been
thinking.

6. In later adolescence religion may easily be lost,
either through disuse or through doubt.

(1) Religion may simply die out of the youth's life. Tiie

new freedom permits him to stay away from church, and it

gets easy to stay away. Work makes him forget religion;

success keeps him from feeling its need.

(2) This is lifers doubting time. About the beginning
of the twenties many—perhaps most—men and women pass
through a period of doubt and negation respecting the truths
of religion. There are many causes. The disillusionment

of these years often brings a sense of the worthlessness of
religious hopes. The college student's first vision of the great
truths of science calls in question the religious conceptions he
had before acquired. The youth, too, who gets no higher edu-
cation catches the spirit of the popular science of news-
papers and magazines, or is caught by the argument of the
labor agitator and socialist leader. Aside from all these

external incentives, however, the youth is impelled to doubt
from within. His metaphysical instincts have awakened.
His reason is active. He must know what he believes, and
he must systematize his principles of life. And just because
his old religious ideas were the ideas of a child, they will
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rot fall into unity and harmony with one another or with
the new conceptions which every day brings. He can no
longer be content with the old answer that these are mys-
teries. Youth acknowledges no mysteries. He turns to

doubt

7 But later adolescence has its reconstructive forces.
(ircat as are the chances for disintegration in these years,
life builds itself anew. We note three such forces:

(1) Education. Doubt can be met and resolved by more
complete knowledge. Youth is open-minded. Take your
young doubter at his word, and meet his intellectual difficulty

with an adequate answer, and you need have no fear. He
is no skeptic. He seeks the truth, and he will accept it

when it comes. Make sure that aou know enough to teach
him; make sure that you have the truth.

The routine dullness of labor, too, may be banished if the
youth but learns more of his task and its bearings upon
human life. Disillusionment may become warm-hearted
comprehension as one gets to kium; and his interests widen.
W'c have often wrongly defined culture. It does not mean
mere acquaintance with books and paintings, or the ability

to talk of historical events. It means breadth of interest—
the ability to understand what the next man is doing, and
to see the vital relations which his life sustains to mine and
mine to his.

(2) Love between the sexes. In the closing years of this

period and in the early twenties love for one of the other
sex is likely to come into life. The instinct to make a home
and to live for one's children is sacre > Too early marriages,
of course, are unfortunate; and the conditions of modem
life compel the young man of to-day to wait longer than
his father did. Yet he is blessed wlio falls really in love
with the right girl. His time of waiting and working will
be one of spiritual uplift.
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(3) Atiruism and social service. The older adolescent it

as ready as was the younger to sacrifice self for sake of

otiiers—but now he is more practical about it. Altruism is

110 longer a vague ideal ; he seeks definite forms of social

service and wants to sec results. Give the youth real re-

sponsibility
; couple him up to the actual work of social bet-

terment, and you need not work to make a man of him. He
will make a man of himself.

8. Finally, we dare not forget that the dose of later adi)-

Icscence marks "thr dan(iF.r mne in religion." From
various studies it seems clear that there is a time of special

religious interest at twenty. Buf less than one-sixth of

the conversions studied took place after twenty. On< -Iv i-

of these, again, were before twenty-five. The chances ai«.

a thousand to one against conversion after thirty.

FOR OBSERVATION
1. The turning-point from early to later adolescence.

2. Physical energy.

3. \rcntal energj'.

4. The disillusionment of the first contact with real Hfe, making
one's own living.

5. Breaking old tics and the effect.

6. Wild oats and the result.

7. Adolescent doubt.

8. The reconstructive power of education.

9. The reconstructive power of friendship.

10. The reconstructive power of unselfish service.

11. Postponed conversion and the result

BIBLIOGRAPHY
tsesides the books cited for the last lesson:

Addams, Jane—"The Spirit of Youth and the City Streets."

Bloomfield, Meyer—"The Vocational Guidance of Youth."
Bourne, R. S.—"Youth and Life."

*Coe, G. A.—"The Spiritual Life."
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*Moxcey, Mary E.—"Girlhood and Character."
Laselle and Wiley—"Vocations for Girls."

* Slattcry, Margaret—"The Girl and Her Religion."
Nelson's Encyclopedia: "Doubt, Dealing with, in Sunday School";

"Senior Department"; "Vocation Day"; "Vocational Instruction."
'

Many novels and stories portray adolescence. Of the older novels
George Eliot's are especially good in this respect, of later books,
Inez H. Gilmore's "Phoebe and Ernest" stories, Booth Tarkington's
"Seventeen," and Henry S. Harrison's "Queed" may be mentioned.

TOPICS FOR INVESTIGATION
1. Some great things that young men and young women have

done.

2. What determines individuality.

3. The young man and the city.

4. The young man and the country.

5. The young woman between school and marriage.
6. Vocational guidance.

7. 1 iie "wild oats" problem.

8. How to deal with doubt in later adolescence.

9. How the older boy and the younger boy may help one another,
la The religion of later adolescence.
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Instinct and Habit

We have thought of the chief characteristicf of each stage

in the development of a child. It is now time for us to de-

fine more carefully the most fundamental of those laws

which are at work in every stage. We have spoken a good

deal of instinct, habit and will; and it is highly important

that we understand clearly just what we mean by these

terms. If a person is what he does, he is what instinct, habit

and will make him ; for these are the factors that determine

one's actions.

1. Instincts are natural tendencies to act in certain ways

which result from the inborn organization of the nervous

system. An action is instinctive just in so far as one does

not need to learn it, or to acquire the tendency to do it.

2. One cannot give a complete list of the human in-

stincts, for it is often hard to draw the line between what

is instinctive and what has been learned. Such a list would

co\ er a wide variety of actions, from the simple reflexes of

cirly infancy to the sacrifices of a mother's love. It will

l e enough for our purpose to reproduce in outline JCirk-

patrick's classification.

( 1 ) The individualistic instincts are those which serve to

maintain the life of the individual. They are the instincts

of self-preservation. Feeding, fear, fighting and anger be-

long to this class.

(2) The parental instincts are those associated with re-

production and care for the young. Love between the sexec

and the love of parent for child are the principal instincts

of this class.

49
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(3) The social instincts arc those concerned with rela-

tions to other persons. This class includes sociability, shy-
ness, sympathy, affection, altruism, modesty, secretiveness,

love of approbation, rivalry, jealousy, envy.

(4) The adaptive instincts are those which bring the child

into closer contact with his environment, and enable him to
adapt himself to his surroundings. Such are imitation, play
and curiosity.

(5) J^^e regulative instincts are those concerned- with the
formation of ideals and the regulation of life in light of
them. They are the instincts of morality and religion.

(6) In a miscellaneous group may be placed the instinct
to collect things and enjoy ownership, the instinct to con-
struct or destroy, the instinct to express ideas to others, the
instinct to love and enjoy beautiful things.

3. We all know enough of these instinctive tendencies to
make plain certain general characte-jstics of human
INSTINCTS.

(1) Our instincts are indefinite. They do not provide
for any such details of action as do the instincts of lower
animals. These are left to be learned through experience.

(2) The instincts are not all present at birth; but they
appear, each in its time, as a result of the natural growth
of the nervous system.

(3) ^^'hen instincts do appear, they are often gradual in
their development. A child does not begin to act all at
once in a totally new way, because a new instinct has grown
within him. The instinct itself must come to maturity—
in some cases very rapidly, in others more slowly.

(4) The ripening of an instinct means the development
of a new aptitude and the awakening of a new interest.
The child reaches out eagerly toward anything that may
serve as material for the nature-impelled activity within him.
This is a fact of the utmost importance to the teacher. "In
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all pedagogy," says Professor Jatncs, "the great thing is to

strike the iron while hot, and to seize the wave of the pupil's

interest in each successive subject before its ebb has come,

so that knowledge may be got and a habit of skill acquired

—a headway of interest, in short, secured, on which after-

ward the individual may float. ... To detect the moment

of the instinctive readiness for the subject is, then, the first

duty of every educator."

(5) Instincts are transitory and modifiable. If they are

not used, or if their use leads to disagreeable results, they

will die out. When they are used, they become set in the

definite directions which that use has taken, and so become

habits.

No instinct, once used, is after that merely an instinct.

It has added two things to itself—a habit and an idea. Just

because it has once expressed itself in a certain definite way,

it will tend thereafter to express itself in the same way, in

accordance with the law of habit. And because its ex-

pression has led to some result of which one is conscious,

the idea of that result remains in memory and may help

to determine future action. The hereditary tendency need

no longer be followed blindly. Each time that an instinct

is used in action, therefore, it becomes more definite and

more intelligent.

In=tincis may be controlled, then, in three ways. First,

through not using them at all, in which case they in time

simply die out. Second, through so using the law of habit

as to get them definitely fixed in right directions. Third,

through so comprehending their results that one's ideas

will help them lead to efficient and right action. Undesir-

able instincts we shall seek to get rid of by disuse, by pun-

ishment, or, best of all, by substitution of another type of

action more desirable. Desirable instincts we shall seek to

enforce and nake permanent by exercise.
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4. Habit is so much discussed from the moral point of
view that we are apt to associate the term with moral habits
only. But the law of habit is in reality the widest and most
fundamental of all the laws of mental life. Without it we
could Jiot profit by experience. We should be unable to
learn, to remember, to perceive, to understand, to reason,
to will, or to act in other than instinctive ways. We otvc
to it all that we acquire, whether of tendencies, abilities or
information, as distinguished from what we possess by
native endowment.

The physical basis of habit is found in the fact that nerve
cells, like all other living tissue, are modified through use.
A nerve cell that has once acted is so changed that it is

easier for it to act again in the same way. A functional
connection that has once been made by the transmission of
a nerve impulse from one cell to another, is likely to be
made again. And the more often that connection is made
the more definitely estahlislied the pathway becomes.

5. The law of habit may be stated in two propositions:

(1) Any connection, once made, tends to recur. Things
that have happened together tend in future to recall one
another. The feeling or action with which we respond to a
given situation tends to be repeated in similar situations.

(2) The degree of the probability of recurrence of a given
connection depends upon (a) the frequency, (h) the re-
cency, (c) the intensity, and (d) the resulting satisfaction
with which that connection has been made in past experi-
ence. The more often repeated, the stronger the habit.
Other things being equal, that pathway will be followed
which is freshest. When a connection has been established
under emotion or with efl^ort or in the full light of attention,
it is more likely to persist than one incidcntalh- made. A
connection that has resulted pleasurably is more a^^t to recur
than one that has had a disagreeable outcome.
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6. The applications of the law of habit fall naturally

into two groups, according as it deals primarily with ideas

or with actions. We form habits of thinking and habits of

action,

(1) As applied to thinking, the law of habit lies at the

foundation of what is called the association of ideas. Every-

one has had the experience of tracing out the links of asso-

ciation which called some idea to mind. You have found

yourself thinking of some person or event, humming some

tune, or repeating some snatch of poetry; and you have

said to yourself, "New what made me think of that?" And
setting yoarself to work to recall the course of your revery,

you have been able to see how one thing led to another, till

finally there was called up the thought which surprised you.

Ideas present themselves neither as a matter of caprice on

the one hand nor as the result of choice on the other. They

are called up by the hidden mechanism of habit. What
idea will be available in any given situation depends upon

what connections that situation or some one of its aspects

has had in past experience. And to acquire a new idea in

such a way that we shall not only retain but be al)le to use

it, we mi it establish connections between it and such ex-

periences and other ideas as may in future serve to recall

it. In establishing such connections, we may provide for

the factor of frequency by repetition; for recency by reviezv;

for intensity by clear, distinct, intelligent presentation in the

full light of attention; seeking the while to make the experi-

ence one of pleasurable satisfaction.

(2) An habitual action is performed with speed and ac-

curacy and with comparatively little fatigue. It is done

without conscious attention, and the mind is left free to con-

cern itself with other things while the action goes on. As
I write just now, my mind is busy with the ideas I wish to

express, while the work of writing, with all the intricate
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coordination of muscles it involves, is taken care of mechan-
ically by my nervous system. I do not pay the slightest con-

scious attention to the problem of how to form the letters

or how to make my fingers work together. I simply have
my thought and will to write it—then habit does the rest.

Habit is the executive of my ideas.

7. It is hard to overestimate the importance and valtte

OF THE LAW OF iiARiT. F.\ cn in case of actions determined
by deliberate choice habit has at least two functions

;
first, as

law of association it brings ideas before the mind; and,

second, as executive it carries out the details of action, once
the ideas have decided what to do.

The practical conclusion is obvious. We must begin
as early as possible so to use tlie law of habit that it will

help instead of hinder right intellectual and moral growth.
If we do not begin right habits early, we shall be growing
all the time into wrong ones, which we shall afterwards have
to undo before we can establish the better. Further, life

does not always remain plastic. Our ways get more and
more fixed as we grow older, and it is hard for the mature
man to acquire new habits.

Above all we need to remember that, within the limits of
our plasticity, the law of habit is ahvays sure to act. It does
not concern itself primarily with great moral issues, but
with the ordinary things which we are apt to deem trivial.

And it has no exceptions. There is only one safe rule to

follow
: Refrain entirely from actions you do not wish to

become habitual. Keep absolutely apart, both in mind and
in life, the things you want kept apart. There is no moment
of life too valueless, no action or attitude or thought too in-

significant for habit to take account of and fasten upon us.

Yet it does not follow that we may rely upon incidental

and careless repetition for the establishment of a desired

habit or association. Intensity is one of the factors of the
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Inv-. Just as the utmost care must be used to keep unde-

sirable connections out of life, the most strenuous energy

must be put forth to get those that are good. The only

safe rule here is: Put all the strength you can into the act

that is to become a habit. Center your whole mind upon

the fact you zvish to remember.

FOR OBSERVATION

1. List and describe some activities, in yourself or in others,

which did not need to be learned.

2. Classify them according to Kirkpatrick's classification.

3. The order and dates of their appearance.

4. The awakening of new interests from period to period of child-

hood and youth.

5. Show how these instinctive activities and the correlative m-

terests have been modified by experience and use.

6. An example of the disuse of an instinct and the result.

7. Trace back the links of association that brought some thought

to your mind.

8. Show how some bit of teaching that you have yourself done

or have observed, lived up to the factors of the law of habit and

association. If it did not, show in what it was lacking.

9. Observe and describe some action that has become mechanical

through habit.

10. Observe and describe some action that in your judgment is

controlled by the law of habit, though it is not mechanical but

willed.

11. Analyze some action that in your judgment is the product

of all three factors—instinct, habit and will; and trace out the de-

ments due to each.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Do not forget the general list of books given in connection with

tlie first lesson. They are especially valuable in connection with

this lesson and the next.

Home, H. H.—"Psychological Principles of Teaching."

James,' William—"Psychology" (2 vols.), or "Psychology, Briefer

Course."

Rowe, S. H^-Habit-Formation and the Science of Teaching."
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Swift, E. J.—"Learning and Doing."

Thorndike, E. L.—"The Original Nature of Man."
Dexter and Gailick—"Psychology in the Gass Room."
Nelson's Encyclopedia: "Children, Ignorance of"; "Children,

Types of"; "Culture Epoch Theory"; "Emotions, Training the";
"Habit"; "Instinct, Nature and Value of"; "Interest and Educa-
tion"; "Motives, Appeal to, in Religious Education."
George Eliot's "Romola" portrays the progressive shaping of

original tendencies by habit and the resultant crystallization of
character.

TOPICS FOR INVESTIGATION
1. A list of human instincts.

2. The control of instincts.

3. Interest and education.

4. Are habits transmitted by heredity?

5. The association of ideas and rules for memorizing.
6. How to break an old habit or to form a new one.



LESSON VIII

The Will

I. To understand the will we must begin with the funda-
mental principle that "all consciousness is motor." Every
IDEA IS AS WELL AN IMPULSE TO ACT. Left tO itSClf, any
thought will issue in movement

(1) This is a natural consequence of the structure of
the nervous system. We have learned how its cells are
so coupled up that "action of some sort is the natural out-
come of every nerve current, and hence of every sensation
and idea."

(2) Many experiments have proved that, even though
we check the impulse and prevent the action, we cannot
entirely stop the motor discharge. Our sensations and ideas
reflect themselves constantly in little starts of the muscles,
in changes of heart-beat, breathing, secretion, digestion, and
the like.

(3) A hypnotized subject is extremely suggestible. He
proceeds to act upon any idea that is put into his mind by
the person who hypnotized him. It is becajise the hypnotic
sleep has emptied his mind of ideas, and the one suggested
takes complete possession of it.

(4) In normal wide-awake life we often act impulsively.
See a magazine that looks interesting, and you take out your
purse and buy it. Think of golf, and you start for the links.

Some judgment comes to mind, and it is no sooner thought
than spoken. Note the condition, however-// left to itself

an idea issues in action. If conflicting ideas present them-
selves, you will not do the impulsive thing. You will not

57
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buy the magazine if the thought comes that there are other

things more worth reading; you will not play golf if you
remember that you have an engagement

;
you will not ex-

press your judgment if it occurs to you that it might hurt

someone.

2. The DISTINCTION BETWEEN IMPULSIVE AND VOLUNTARY
ACTION thus becomes plain. An action is impulsive that re-

sults from the simple presence and impulse of one idea.

When you "speak before you think," it is not that you did

not think the judgment you blurt forth, but that you did not
think of anything else. An action is voluntary, on the other
hand, when more than one idea has been present, offering

an alternative, and it is, therefore, the result of choice.

3. Ideas differ greatly, of course, in the decree of impul-
sive STRENGTH which they possess. Some ideas are rela-

tively weak in their push toward action, and others so
urgent that they are hard to resist. The rule is that the im-
pulsive strength of an idea depends upon its relation to in-

stincts and habits, and upon the immediacy of the satis-

faction it promises. In any normal man, therefore, dis-

tinctly rational ideas of action—those derived from far-

sighted consideration—are relatively cold and weak in im-
pulsive power. Such ideas it requires an effort to hold be-
fore the mind in face of the overwhelming surge of stronger
impulses.

4. An ACT OF WILL involves three things : first, the pres-

ence before the mind of alternative lines of action
;
second,

the acceptance of some one as our choice; third, the re-

sulting action.

(
I ) The first factor of an act of will—the presence of

alternatives—depends upon the working of the lazvs of
association. You cannot will to do a thing unless you first

think of it And you cannot think of it unless you have
had some previous experience to give you some idea of it,
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:in(l unless the laws of association so work as to bring that
i<lca to mind. How matiy times we have acted miserably
in some situation and afterward were sorry for what we
liad done—yet we did the best we knew at the moment

!

We would have chosen the better thing had we thouglit

of it ; the trouble was that it did not come to mind at all.

So, after all, one's associations measure the degree of
freedom which his 7vill possesses. The man who chooses
from a wide range of alternatives is more free than he who
(an think of but few possible things to say or do. To
(kvclop a strong and efficient will one must begin at the

foundation by getting the right sort and number of ideas,

and by making such associations as shall insure that they
will be at hand when he needs them.

There is another side, of course. The will itself helps
to determine what ideas shall come before the mind. It is

one of the principles of association that of the many possible

ideas which njight come to mind in any given situation, that
is most likely to present itself which is most in'accord with
the general trend or set of thought for the time.

A purpose, therefore, if one is really in earnest about it,

will keep bringing before the mind such ideas as are con-

sistent with itself. But a purpose cannot create ideas. The
will can only select the best of the resources which experi-

ence has put at its command.

(j) The second factor in ivilling—the power to choose
some one of the alternative ideas—dcpcn^^ jn the power to

keep that idea before the focus of attention. Just in the de-

gree that one can keep thinking of the r'ght thing and keep
other ideas from taking possession of the mind, he is sure
to choose the right thing.

Attention miy be either spontaneous or voluntary. Spon-
taneously, we give attention to ideas which appeal to our in-

terests, our instincts, habits or feelings. Voluntarily, we
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keep the attention upon nm.- ' 'ea because of its relation
to some other idea or purpose, m L;cnernl, ideas 'vhirh ap-
peal spontaneously have a strong impulsive power, whifo
those which appeal more intellectually are relatively weak.

Undoubtedly a great part of f ur >v illing results from at-
tention which makes its choice in. l • less spontaneousl* -
and it we ll {hat it is so. But u |i ' now. as a matter of
experience, that one can pull : m ^1 lOgethcr and keep his

attention unflinchingly centere.i on ught tl ought to ti;e

exclusion of any number of more .«^', ngly in ^ul^jvc ideas
that seek to crowd it out.

One condition must be fulfilled if such effort is to be put
forth. To command it, an object must seem worth while.
// must bring results, or give ' cry detinite

i
- mise r f them

Attention cannot be kept long, even through -ffort, upo;.

unchanging and fruitless object. If you begin to act, aii<l

results come, it becomes easy. If they do not come immedi-
ately, the object must be kept alive by thoi^t about it.

picturing in anticipation its n any desirable consequences.
The man who can think most fruitfully about som purp-
and who can most vividly imagine its concrc results, will

be best able to command the effort needed to hold it before
the mind. For another, the same idea may simply die out,
for the very bar. iness of his thought alout it.

(3) It is thus in the realm of ideas ihat tiie real b-ttles
of the will ire fought. 1 o get the right ideas befor - the
mind, and, once gotten, to hold them tlKre, are th vita'

issues of good and efficient willing. After that the jciio..

follows as a natural result of the impulsive power which
right ideas, like all others, possess.

Two qualifications must be put upon this principle Thf
action Will naiuially fuliuw, provide, d (aj we pos =

-

physical ability and have acquired the .skill to do it, pro-
vided (b) we have not gotten int the habit of rt ^
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I

tent with mere thinking d feeling. It is easy enoti^ to
f 1! into Miat attitude of ! ^ wiisch assumes that having ideas
I .lii ad*,4uate sub litut for ar mg -

> i in action,

hat mere thinking of god deed ii •
t , pla^ of d( ing

the 11. and tliat feeling noble sem uuiis i. a . ufticient m; ni-

festation of right character *'As a man thin^cth, so is At"
a grea- truth which may bv over-' 'rygh, st'= |..>iS8

'

to oer-
• icious t! . or. '^he ere tl inker. ' e drri^w^ tiic s ^i-

italist, lii, inacti ^
: away ' rer .a'ive ioiur

iiiipii^ cs. to sa\ uthinr oi failure thro^ prt ice to

.ioqiu.c strength and skill

A second counsel, then, ' o se* ure tr

of will, is: Act! Ac^ d_ ir ei ano
you have decided whp is rigfn :seek <

in actual doing the tl s yr ie^

t-pecird iiiiportai e iii ,unn iu <

. ver} practical '"ng uj ii the u k

not exhort your ci iss ?J strai tK- v

Crete things to do; do i fill tb n

nioralitv and religion without ''e^

tiiiths li ani! service.

: \V" 1 e dc rilled the us fa ?i term's chiefly

e ill rllect I T ' vEs will is deter-
EhLiN<js rRUL AS BV HIS IDEAS. Feeling

ea. f three factors of an act of will.

1 the .
fn.| ui -t n*" the mind, a feeling 1,<''ps

IS fsient with itsJf. It keeps

m ousi'- upon such as ap-

•nipt wtH.n oiKe

jtWi ,ies to apply

his is a counsel of

•Hgion ; and it has

k . f the teacher. Do
out giving them con-

ith general truths of

the n to icalize those

flNF

may nter

ig heft

'ention i

val it. And .i gi»cs to i ^ea it c. ooses a degree of
impuls ve strength that carries one iabo prompt and whole-
ini'"d action.

T lere is a third great counsel, therefore, or the develop-
" ' ng and cfficicn' ;11. To right ideas and

1' 'U aive action add the ^wer of feeling. Get the

.J
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affections centered upon things that are worth while. Enlist
the heart as well as the mind.

"The expulsive power of a new affection" is life's eternal
miracle. Men have sometimes questioned the possibility of
conversion. Yet it has been a blessed fact in thousands of
lives. Feeling transforms even the working of that hiddei
mechanism of association tliat determines one's thoughts
Many a man's real manhood dates from his winning the love
of a wife or from the opening to him of the heart of a child.

His thoughts, his choices, his acts, all center about his new
devotion. Conversions are natural. They arc begotten in

human relationships as well as divine. Love is, indeed, "the
greatest thing in the world." It saves men.

6. The final secret of strength of will is the grace
OF God. What is true of the xeelingc begotten in earthly
relationships is infinitely more true of those that spring from
the contact of the soul with its Father. There is no love
like His, no feeling mightier than the sense of His presence
and help. Not upon ideas and sheer effort of attention
merely, net even upon the strength alone that comes from
earthly affection need the wills of men rely

; they may lay
hold of the love and grace of an ahnighty God. The ex-
perience that Paul records in the seventh chapter of his
letter to the Romans is true of all humanity. He who fails

of 1 is own strength to free himself from "the law of sin and
death" may yet live to "thank God through Jesus Chritt
our Lord."

FOR OBSERVATION
1. The involuntary mo^ discharge of some idea.
2. Impulsive action.

3. Ideas whose impulse is hard to resist.

4. RememhiT n ''P.fc where you c1iu.-x,c tnc best alternaiive that
presented itself, yet did the wrong thing. Why did you ?

5. Remember a case of your failure to accomplish something be-
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cause of inability to keep that, and that alone, before your mind in
attention.

6. Remember a case of will involving effort, leading to ultimate
success. What made the effort possible?

7. Observe the effect of feeling upon the will.

8. A case of conversion through human relationships.

9. A case of conversion by the grace of God. Get clear in what
respects the term "conversion" means the same thing in this case
as in the former, and in what respects it stands for something dif-
ferent

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The general list, and Home and James from the last list.

Griggs, E. H.—"Moral Education."

MacCunn, John—The Making of Character."
Nelson's Encychpcedia: "Emotion, the Place of"; "Will, Educa-

tion of."

George Eli<^8 "Silas Mamer"; Harold Begbie't "Twice^Mra
Men."

TOPICS FOR INVESTIGATION
1. Motor aspects of consciousness.

2. The place of suggestion in moral and religious education.

3. The education of tiie will.

4. "As a man thmketh, so is he."

5. "The expulsive power of a new affection."



LESSON IX

The Development of Morality

1. The moral nature develops with experience. A
little child has at first no will and character of his own.
He lacks knowledge and self-control. He is the creature

of his instincts, desirable and undesirable, good and bad.

Morality develops as he becomes abl^ to see a difference

between a better and a worse way, and chooses one or the

other.

It is true that the moral nature is instinctive. Without
an inborn capacity, no child could be trained to be a moral
being. We possess an innate power to transcend in vision

that which is and to apprehend that which ought to be. We
are impelled by a law of our own nature to form ideals and
to feel obligations.

But just what in particular one's ideals shall be or just

what obligations he shall feel is left to be determined by ex-

perience. Habits and feelings, environment and training,

ideas gained for himself or acquired from others—all these

go to shape the child's developing sense of right and wrong.

2. The child is a natural lawmaker and law-
observes. Will implies the recognition of law. When he
cries in order to get something, it is because crying has
brought it before. No matter how much you tell him not

to cry, or assure him that crying will not bring what he

wants; if finally you relent and crying does bring it, he

will continue to use crying as a means whereby to attain his

purposes. The law he made for himself out of his ex-

perience is much more real than the law you laid down in

words.

64
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By law, it is plain, we here mean a rule or principle for

voluntary action. As epcperience grows, the child makes

rules for himself, part consciously and part unconsciously.

There are four great sources from which he derives such

rules. We may call them the natural roots of law :

(1) Habit and association—the experiencejd connection

between some action and its result. "If I want some result,

I must do what brought it before," is the principle upon

which the child acts, though, of course, hej does not avow
it to himself in so many words.

(2) Imitation—the observed behavior of others, with

its results. "If I want the results, they reached, I must do

as they did.**

(3) Authority—the commands and wishes of other per-

sons, enforced by the pleasure or pain of personal relations.

"If I want to please them and avoid the results of their

tHspleasure, I must r'o as they say."

(4) Social initiative—the laws of k social group having

common aims and interests. "If J want to share with the

rest, I must do my share.'*

Roughly speaking, the order given is the order of ap-

pearance of these roots, and the order in which they reach

the culmination of their control. Habit and association are

present from the first. Imitation appears the latter half of

the first year, and reaches the climax of control from the

fourth to the seventh years. Authority appears as soon

as the child becomes sensitive to the personal attitudes of

others, and its control ^minates from six to ten. Social

initiative begins whc ^ : thei child first feels its helpful-

ness in a oNnmon taw>. or play, and asstunes ccmstantly

lai|;er control with the coming of adolescence. Of coarse,

none of these roots cease to be productive of laws, nor
should they. Habit, imitation and authority continue to

the end of life.
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3. We may divide these roots of law into two classes.

The first three m?" be called adaptive roots, and the last

the INITIATIVE ROOT. Through the first three, the child

adapts himself to the conditions of his environmert, phys-

ical and social
; through the last, he helps initiate laws as a

membejr of the group which forms them.

(1) Throughout early and middle childhood, morality de-
velops mainly from the adaptive roots—habk and associa-

tion, imitation and authority. The rules of action which the

child forms for himself express his sense of the conditions

which are imposed upon him from without. His laws are

mere statements of natural consequences. An action is

good to him just in so far as it brings a pleasurable result,

and bad if the result is disagreeable. He has no conception

of its real moral quality. He knows no other obligation

than that pleasure is desirable and pain and unhappiness

to be avoided. He looks upon punishment as simply a par-

ticular sort of natural consequence—^a way in which those
in authority visit upon him their displeasure. He has no
idea that it may be for sake of reform or prevention; it is

ratheir natural retribution. Threats and promises mean
little to him ; it is what happens, rather than what you say
will happen, that shapes his laws and actions. He thinks

only of externals—the outward act and its result-^ot of
inward motives. His laws are literal and particular; he is

unable to penetrate to the general principles involved.

(2) In later childhood and adolescence, morality be-

comes more and more largely a matter of social initiative.

The inward mandate of the newly awakened social sense

airries with it an obligation that the pressure of external

conditicms could never make one feel. Laws beomie more!
than mere statements of natural consequences. They tell

wiiat ought to be. Life becomes genuinely moral.

4. Moral training must go along with moral in-
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-TRUCTiON. What we tell a child about right and wrong has,

beyond question, a great deal to do with his moral develop-

ment. He has constant need of instruction, "precept upon
precept, line upon linej." But he is all the time working over

his experience into laws and ideas of his own; and these

determine the attitude he takes toward our teaching and
the way he understands it. Parents and teachers should

so manage the conditions of his life that the laws which

grow from these natural roots of which we have been

thinking, may illumine and enforce their instruction, rather

than contradict and weaken it. When there is conflict, the

precept generally loses out and the law from life; abides.

( 1 ) In early and middle cliildhood, training must be mainly

through the pressure of external conditions; in later child-

hood and adolescence^ it must be through an appeal to in-

ternal initiative. This opposition, of course, is not absolute.

One cannot draw sharp lines. The child who is brought up
to help and to feel some share of responsibility in the

family life will early manifest something of social initiative.

The adaptive roots, on the other hand, persist in the later

stage of moral development. They are caught up into the

higher motive and transformed. Habit and association

come to deal with social results. Imitation becomes ideal-

istic. Authority takes the form of public opinion.

(2) Training upon the adaptive basis requires of us

consistency and inflexibility. We are not to force the child

to do right; we are to confront him with such conditions

that he will want to do right. We mast make his environ-

ment, physical and social, express just that law and order

that we wish him to make a part of himself.

(3) Training upon the basis of social initiative requires

us to share the life of the child and let him share ours.

Give children something real to do—something in which they

feel that you are as vitally interested as they—and work
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with them toward its accomplishment. They crave fellow-

ship and responsibility.

5. Moral instruction must go along with moral

TRAINING. This is the other side of the truth. However

sound the environment, physical and social, in which we

place our children, however worthy the example we set

them, however helpful the personal associations into which

we bring thqn, we will not rely upon these alone. We will

not remain dumbly inarticulate in their presence as they

form for themselves the laws of life. It is our privilege to

help than to understand their experience in light of the ac-

cumulated experience of the race. We shall seek to give

them true ideas and to beget within them high ideals as

well as to train them in right ways of action. What

Patterson DuBois has called "the natural way in moral

training" includes nurture by light and food as well as by

atmosphere and exercise.

This is not the place to discuss methods of moral in-

struction. Enough to say that we shall use both the in-

direct method of story, biography, history and art, and the

direct method of precept and principle. We shall seek to

stir the feelings and to enlist the will as well as to enlighten

the mind.

6. The goal of all moral training and instruction

IS THE EMANCIPATION OF THE CHILD. The life that began

in absolute dependence and was progressively shaped by

habit and authority, custom and group-law, must become

free and responsible. The child is to become a person, in

the full meaning of that term. He is to become able for

himself to prove all things, and of his own will to choose

and hold fast to that which is good.

7. The goal of moral education cannot he fully

REACHED except BY THE GRACE OF GoD. A merely moral

education—one without religion—fails to attain its own
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end. It lacks power and direction. It potters about in
proverbs and casuistries, and sways this way or that as
goes public opinion. He only is truly free who has found
God's will for his life and whom the love of Christ con-
straineth.

FOR OBSERVATION
1. Can you find a case where conscience was wrong?
2. The child's lawmaking—through habit and association,
3. The child's lawmaking—through imitation.

4. The child's lawmaking—through authority.
5. The child's lawmaking—through social initiative.
6. Children's ideas of right and wrong.
7. Children's attitude toward punishment.
8. Moral aspects of the life of the "gang" and "crowd."
9. The relative values of precept and example.

10. The moral change that takes place in later childhood and
early adolescence.

n. Diagnose some case of failure in moral training.
12. The relative values of direct and indirect methods of moral

mstructton.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Do not overlook the chapters on morality in the Child-study

books of the general list.

Griggs and MacCunn from the last list.

*Bu8hneU, Horace^"Christian Nurture."
DuBois, Patterson—"The Natural Way."
Lyttelton, Edward—"The Corner-stone of Educatkm."
Muraford, E. H. R.—"The Dawn of Character."
Sneath. E. and Hodges. G.-"Moral Training in School and

rlome.

^'^"L^By^'^"^'^^' "Conscience. Training the"; "Moral
Practice

; Sin. Recognitkm of. in Religious Education": "Social
Aspects of ReUgknts and Moral Educatka.**
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TOPICS FOR INVESTIGATION

I. Can conscience be educated? If so, bow?
a. How to present ideals to the young.

3. Physical nurture as a means of graee. (See BushadL)
4. Family government

5. Enlisting the "gang."

6. The corner-stone of education. (See Lytteltoo.)

7. The natural way of moral education. (See Dofioilk)

8. Stories as a means of moral education.



LESSON X

The Development of Reugion

i. relicaon mcvblops with the whole op peksonality.
Belief is a matter of intellect, feeling and will. Religion
changes as the intellect matures, as feeling deepens and the
will gives life direction. One's religion is always a re-
flection of what one is. The religion of a child must be
different from that of a youth, and the youth's again from
that of a man.

This will not be understood as a denial of religion's
instinctive character. Like morality, religion rests upon
an inborn capacity. God has made us for Himself, as
Augustine says, so that we can find no rest save in Him.
But, like the moral and other human instincts, the religious

instinct is indefinite and modifiable, and must be shaped by
experience.

We will not be understood, again, to deny the super-
natural character of religion. It is no product of natural
forces merely, or of cooperative human wills. "By grace
are ye saved through faith ; and that not of yourselves : it is

the gift of God.** The God whom we have come to know
through Jesus Christ is a Father who helps His children to
rewness of life. Of His Spirit we are born again.

Ir> this chapter, therefore, we state but half the truth,

when we describe the bearing upon the religious life of
childhood and youth of those natural forces and laws which
condition the develc^ent of perscmality as a whole. Be-
neath them and through them there works the Spirit of
God. And we do Him little honor if we m&vA that He caa
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so work only in certain particular ways or at this or that

special time.

a. The bsugion of baxly and middle childhood is

ONE OF NATURE AND OF HOME. There are four chief factors

which contribute to the development of religion in the life

of a child

:

(1) His interest in nature. His unwearied senses; his

eager questions about the causes of things and their pur-

poses; his personifying imagination; his delight in stories

of the miraculous and supernatural—throw his mind open

to the conception of God as the Creator and Sustainer of

the world about him.

(2) His credulity and faith. At first the child accepts

without question whatever we tell him of God simply be-

cause he believes anything. As rational airiosity develops

and he b^ns to put things together, he carries out to

many a naive and fantastic conclusion the things that he

has been told about God. Such conclusions are neither to

be feared nor laughed at. They result from the child's

attonpt to make his ideas coherent, with his literalness and

inability to cmnprehend our figures of speech. We should

meet them by a simple explanation of the truth, not by

a reiteration of figures or by telling the child that he will

understand better when he grows up. Certainly they need

not be taken, as they are by some, as an argument against

giving children any religious ideas. Their reasoning is

similarly naive concerning every-day things.

If parents meet the naive questions of childhood with the

simple truth, the child's credulity becomes faith. He comes

to know whom he can believe. The father can do no greater

service to the religious development of his child than so to

meet the dawning reason as to begei perfect faith in himself.

He thus lays the best of foundations for the child's faith in

God—the h^venly Father.
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(3) His affection and sensitivity to tlte personal attitudes

of others. The child's capacity to love anil to be loved i

.

of the very heart of religion. To the end of his life his

acquaintance with the God who is Love will be influenced

by the response which his affections meet in these early

days. His conception of God as Father and of himself as

God's child will reflect the life of the home.

(4) His imitation and suggestibility. The child's im-

pressionable natui'e gains much that he does not under-

stand, and that we ought not to try to make him understand

until he seeks to know. Our reverent worship, the prayers

and songs of God's house, its solemn sacraments, its music,

its beautiful windows and stately architecture—most of all,

the quiet devotion of the family altar—all these enter into

the very making of his soul.

So we see the justification of our brief characterization

of the religion of childhood: it i a religion of nature and

of home. The child's interest centers in the great world

that lies open to his senses, and he seeks its Maker. And
the content of his religion depends largely upon the homt.

It is what father and mother make it.

3. The religion of latfr childhood is one of life

AND law in Lii R. The child's interest is in God s dealings

with men, rather than in His works in nature.

( 1 ) The social instincts bring a new sense of law. Con-

science awakens. R^t is conceived, no longer as frcrni an

external authority, but as resting upon inward grounds of

obligation.

(2) The development of the historical sense begets a

new interest in life as revealed in biography and history.

It is the time, we remember, of hero-worship. Tales of the

mighty dohigs of great men are eagerly sought and read.

(3) The religion of the period, therefore, centers about

Codas revealing Himself to men. The child thinks of God
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the Law-giver and Redeemer, nther than God the Creator.
Plis is a God of Right and of Might, who moves hi htunan
history and accomplishes His will through the lives of the
great heroes of faith.

(4) We may remind ourselves of three things that make
this period especially significant in relijiious education : its

plasticity to halnt, its quick and retentive memory, and the
fact that life's decision time comes at its close.

4. In adolescence religion becomes personal. In
later as well as in early childhood, interest in religion is ob-
jective. The child learns about God, His works and His life
with men. But now religion comes home to the will. It
presents itself as a way 0/ life, to be accepted or rejected.
God claims the soul that is His.
Many studies have been made of adolescent religion.

They show, as we should expect, that the first definite
awakening of personal interest in religi. n comes at the be-
ginning of the period. At twelve or thirteen most children
who have been brought up under religious influences, de-
sire to join the church. Coe reports: "Among 512 officers
of Young Men's Christian Associations the average age
of the first deep religious impression appears to have been
13.7 years. Among 99 men who were studied with refer-
ence to all their periods of special religious interest, as many
awakenings of the religious sense occurred at twelve and
thirteen as at sixteen and seventeen. A recent study shows
that in a group of 'growth cases,' reaching into the hun-
dreds, the most distinctive period of spontaneous interest
falls at the age of twelve.'*

There is a second period of religious awakening at six-
teen and seventeen. Porty-one of the 99 men studied
by Coe experienced an increase of religious interest at
this age—the same number as at the eariier period. At
twenty again, there seems to be a third such awakening.
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Seventy-six per cent of the religious «wal^iiq;t rqwrted

by these men came in the ages frc»n twelve to twen^, and

50 per cent in the years named as times of special interest

—twelve and thirteen, sixteen and seventeen, and twenty.

Cxhcr sturlies have tended to confirm the conclusions drawn

from these figures.

When we inquire into the age of cofsv^sion, the qMstkm
is different We are asking now at what age the decisicm

is most apt to be made. As might be expected, Coe found

that conversions were most frequent in the three periods of

special religious awakening; but the proportion is not the

same. There were ii^ore at sixteen and seventeen than in

the earlier period, and m^uy less m the last period than in

either of the other two. Cdlattng a ntmiber of studies, he

found that the average age of conversion for 1784 men was

16.4 yeirs. Hall adds dat i from several sources which

show that, of a total of 4054 men, 132^ were c^rverted at

sixteen, seventeen ai 1 eighteen, and 305^^ . ages from

twelve to twenty, witli only 705 at twenty-or * over.

Haslett stimmarizes a total of 6641 conver > * j r both

sexes, of which 5( ^4 were at ages fr<«n twelv 1 .enty.

Fifteen hundred and twenty-seven were at sixteen and

seventeen, and only 1039 from twenty-one to thirty-four.

(1) Decision at twelve or thirteen is usually the natural

result of a normal religious nurture and of sodat tug(}esH<m.

The problem is to care for the spiritual activity and further

growth in grace of those who make tfadr personal de-

cision at this time.

(2) Conversions at si -teen and seventeen are more apt .0

be of the emotional type. There is a conflict of impulses anil

feelings, with. a final triumph of tlwse that lead to God.

(3) Conversions at nineteen or twenty are apt to he of

a more intellectual and practical type. Tt is because new

insight has comt or some doubt has l«en rMolved; or
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because the youth reaches the practical conviction that he
needs religion as part of life's equipment.

5. We have now reached the close of our study of The
Pupil. We may summarize its results in a brief statement
of the aims of our work in each of the several departments
of the Sunday school.

The fundamental aim of every Sunday school class is
the same—the moral and spiritual development of the pupil.
We seek to bring those we tea( h to a knowledge of God
as revealed in Jesus Christ, and to loyal, whole-hearted
service in His kingdom. But this general aim can be real-
ized only in so far as we meet the particular interests and
needs of the pupil at each stage of his development. Each
department of the Sunday school, therefore, will have its
specific aim.

(1) The Bcginucrs are getting their first a .|uaintance
with God as the loving Father. The chiUrs life m the home
and the eager reaching out of his senses tf)war(l nature
about him form the apperceptive basis upon which we
must build.

(2) The meaning which the Primary pupil gets out of
the stories we tell him is determined hv the new .leas he
is gaining in public school and by the distinction he is com-
ing to make between the world of fact and that of the im-
agination. We must seek to coordinate our teaching with
that of the school, and so to present the simple truths about
Cod, His works in nature and His dealings with men that
the child may feel them to have a place in the world of
fact.

(3) The Junior apperceives the tnith in light of his
social instincts and his hero-worship. Our teaching must
center about the moral life, as commanded in God's Uiw,
and revealed in the person of Jesus and in the heroes of
the faith. We seek to present the ideal of moral heroism,
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to deepen the sense of responsibility for the right, and to

give a vision of the glory of service.

(4) The Work of the Stmday school centers about the

Intermediate department. It is the decision time. We shall

bend all our energies first to secure a consecration of heart

and will to God through Christ, then to help the pupil

carry out his decision in actual living and doing.

(5) Our aim in the Senior department is (a) to meet

the doubts and intellectual difficulties which are often

characteristic of later adolescence; (b) to help the pupil

clear up his moral and religious conceptions and formulate

his beliefs; (c) to train for definite and specific service.

W c shall seek earnestly for the conversion of those who
have not yet dedicated themselves to God.

(6) The courses of the Adtdt department should be

wholly elective and largely of a practical character. No
one ought ever to graduate from the Sunday school. We
all need it for sake of the spiritual nourishment of stated

Bible study, and for maintenance of the intellectual vigor

of our faith. 2\Iore than this, the Adult department has

wonderful possibilities as a school of practical religion.

FOR OBSERVATION

1. Show now religion develops with personality; or bow one's

religion reflects his total personality.

2. Show how the child's religion reflects his life in the home.

3. Cases of children's naive reasoning ccmceming religious tilings.

4. Children's spontaneous prayers.

5. Remember your own religious ideas as a child.

6. Cases of awakened interest in religion in later ehildbood.

7. Remember your own periods of religious awakening; theb

times and occasions.

8. Make a list of conversions that you can learn about, and the

ages at which they took i/Iacc. Sec whether or not they bear out

the statements of the text, both na to times and as to character.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

Bushiiell and Lyttclton, cited in the last list

Coc, G. A.—"The Spiritual Life."

Dawson, G. E.
—"The Child and His Religion."

Hodges, George—'"The Training of Children in Religion."

Jones, R. M.—"A Boy's Religion from Memory."
Koons, W. G.

—
"Tlie Child's Religious Life."

Muni ford, E. E. R.—"The Dawn of Religion."

Starliuck, E. D.—^"The Psychology of Religion."

Van Ormer, A. B.—^"Studies in Religious Nurture."

^^'eaver, R. W.—"The Religious Development of the Child."

Nelson's Encyclopadia: "Child Conversion"; "Child, Spiritoal

Status of; "Children and Church Membership"; "Chfldrai'i

Church"; "Child's Communion"; "Child's Religious Liberty";

"Crises in Spiritual Development"; "Creeds, Place of, in Religious

Education"; "Evangelism Through Education"; "Junior Congrega-

tion"; "Preaching to Children"; "Religion, Psychology of"; "Reli-

gion, the Child's, and Its Culture"; "Worship, Children'*"; •Wor-
ship, Family"; "Worship in the Sunday School."

TOPICS FOR INVESTIGATION

1. The home as the basis for the child's religion.

2. How to meet a child's naive reas<»lng concerning God aad
religion.

3. How to use the motive of hero-worship in religious educatioil.

4. Teaching so as to gtiard against and prei»re to meet fotnrt

doubt.

5. Children's interest in the Bible.

6. Is it possible so to be brought up as never to know one's wAl tO

be anything other than a child of God? (See BushnelL)

7. Evangelism through education.

8. The curriculum of the Sunday school in view ci the po^i in-

terest and the teacher's aun in csdi dcpMrtmcnt.
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